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Dear Brothers and Sisters,

In this period I have recalled several times the 
need for every Christian, in the midst of the many 
occupations that fill our days, to find time for God 
and for prayer. The Lord himself gives us many 
opportunities to remember him. Today I would like 
to reflect briefly on one of these channels that can 
lead to God and can also be of help in the en-
counter with him. It is the way of artistic expres-
sion, part of that “via pulchritudinis” – the “way of 
beauty”, of which I have spoken several times and 
whose deepest meaning must be recovered by 
men and women today.

It may have happened on some occasion that you 
paused before a sculpture, a picture, a few verses 
of a poem or a piece of music that you found 
deeply moving, that gave you a sense of joy, a 
clear perception, that is, that what you beheld was 
not only matter, a piece of marble or bronze, a 
painted canvas, a collection of letters or an accu-
mulation of sounds, but something greater, some-
thing that “speaks”, that can touch the heart, com-
municate a message, uplift the mind.

A work of art is a product of the creative capacity 
of the human being who in questioning visible re-
ality, seeks to discover its deep meaning and to 
communicate it through the language of forms, 
color and sound. Art is able to manifest and make 
visible the human need to surpass the visible, it 
expresses the thirst and the quest for the infinite.

Indeed it resembles a door open on to the infinite, 
on to a beauty and a truth that go beyond the daily 
routine. And a work of art can open the eyes of 
the mind and of the heart, impelling us upward.
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As much as any man loves the Church of Christ, so much has he 
the Holy Spirit. 

St Augustine by BXVI, Berlin 22 Sep 2011
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Prayer
(Continued from page 1)

moments of grace, incentives to 
strengthen our bond and our dialogue 
with the Lord so that – in switching 
from simple external reality to the 
more profound reality it expresses –
we may pause to contemplate the ray 
of beauty that strikes us to the quick, 
that almost “wounds” us, and that in-
vites us to rise toward God. 

I end with a prayer from a Psalm, 
Psalm 27[26]: “One thing have I asked 

of the Lord, that will I seek after; that I may dwell in the 
house of the Lord all the days of my life, to behold the 
beauty of the Lord, and contemplate his temple” (v. 4). 

Let us hope that the Lord will help us to contemplate his 
beauty, both in nature and in works of art, so that we, 
moved by the light that shines from his face, may be a 
light for our neighbor. Many thanks.
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However some artistic expressions 
are real highways to God, the su-
preme Beauty; indeed, they help us to 
grow in our relationship with him, in 
prayer. These are works that were 
born from faith and express faith. We 
can see an example of this when we 
visit a Gothic cathedral: we are enrap-
tured by the vertical lines that soar 
skywards and uplift our gaze and our 
spirit, while at the same time we feel 
small yet long for fullness....

Or when we enter a Romanesque church we are sponta-
neously prompted to meditate and to pray. We perceive 
that these splendid buildings contain, as it were, the faith 
of generations. Or when we listen to a piece of sacred 
music that plucks at our heartstrings, our mind, as it were, 
expands and turns naturally to God. 

I remember a concert of music by Johann Sebastian Bach 
in Munich, conducted by Leonard Bernstein. At the end of 
the last passage, one of the Cantatas, I felt, not by rea-
soning but in the depths of my heart, that what I had 
heard had communicated truth to me, the truth of the su-
preme composer, and impelled me to thank God. The 
Lutheran bishop of Munich was next to me and I said to 
him spontaneously: “in hearing this one understands: it is 
true; such strong faith is true, as well as the beauty that 
irresistibly expresses the presence of God’s truth”. 

Yet how many pictures or frescos, fruits of the artist’s 
faith, in their form, in their color, in their light, urge us to 
think of God and foster within us the desire to draw from 
the source of all beauty. What Marc Chagall, a great art-
ist, wrote, remains profoundly true: that for centuries 
painters have dipped their paintbrush in that colored al-
phabet which is the Bible. Thus how often artistic expres-
sion can bring us to remember God, to help us to pray or 
even to convert our heart! 

Paul Claudel, a famous French poet, playwright and diplo-
mat, precisely while he was listening in the Cathedral of 
Notre Dame to the singing of the Magnificat during Christ-
mas Mass in 1886, had a tangible experience of God’s 
presence. He had not entered the church for reasons of 
faith but rather in order to seek arguments against Chris-
tians and instead God's grace worked actively in his 
heart.

Dear friends, I ask you to rediscover the importance of 
this path also for prayer, for our living relationship with 
God. Towns and villages throughout the world contain 
treasures of art that express faith and beckon to us to re-
turn to our relationship with God. May the visits to places 
filled with art, then, not only be opportunities for cultural 
enrichment – that too – but may they become above all 

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/audiences/2011/documents/hf_ben-xvi_aud_20110831_en.html
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Praised be Jesus!

Karol Wojtyla (John Paul II), Actor

pied with the occult).  Which do you think your 15 year old 
daughter would rather watch; EWTN or Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer?  While EWTN is a wonderful network, and Mother 
Angelica a living saint, the answer would most likely be 
Buffy.

To capture the hearts’ of our youth it’s crucial to provide 
entertainment that gently weaves values and morals into 
the work, rather than beating them over the head with it.   
The Catholic artist must strive for beauty and entertain-
ment first. This is the way to win hearts.  The wonderful 
director Frank Capra said it best when questioned on the 
subject; “I can sell the audience anything I want, once I 
get them laughing”.  How true.

Art has such a tremendous impact on our lives.  It’s vital 
that we take it into our own hands and not leave it solely 
to others.  If we want to change the reflection that art has 
on us, and we on it, we must raise the consciousness of 
our society.  Catholic artists must portray the dignity of the 
human being through art that speaks to souls in today’s 
world.  We must encourage our youth that display talent 
to pursue an artistic life.  As an audience, we must sup-
port the arts that reflect our sensibilities, and boycott the 
rest.  If we do this, and pray, one day we will look into the 
mirror of art and delight in the beauty and truth reflected 
back to us.

May God Bless you in the approaching Advent and 
Christmas Season,

Yours in Jesus and St. Dominic,
Denise Harvey 
Vice President Western Province

Does life imitate art, or does art imitate life?  I would 
say the answer is both: We reflect in life what we what we 
see and hear. That reflection is then expressed in art. 
Life, art, art, life; and so it goes, round and round. In our 
present times that answer doesn’t bring us satisfaction, 
but rather a sense of urgency. As we gaze into the current 
mirror of art, the image we see is grotesque and profane. 
This prompts us to ask another, more profound question. 
Why is our art grotesque and profane, when our souls 
crave truth and beauty?  A quote that I recently came 
across from Dr. Peter Kreeft, gives some insight to this 
dilemma,

“That out of the three ideals of Truth, Beauty, and Good-
ness, the one we Catholics have lost out on is beauty. 
We’re pretty moral, and our thinkers are pretty smart, but 
we’re boring and lame. We’re not grabbing hearts and 
intuitions. We’ve fallen behind in art, music, and culture in 
general, where the Church used to lead Western civiliza-
tion”.

Dr. Kreeft hits the nail on the head, and puts the responsi-
bility squarely in our laps.  But what about The Passion, 
Narnia, Lord of the Rings, you say.  These films are ex-
cellent examples of truth and beauty, but they’re the ex-
ceptions.  The music and visual arts industries have suf-
fered even greater losses.  Regrettably, there are few 
Catholic artists grabbing hearts in our culture today.

Pope Benedict’s opening article clearly speaks to the im-
pact that art can have on a soul.  He muses on the way 
music can “pluck” at our heartstrings.  How often we’ve 
experienced that.  A song can make our hearts soar.  A 
film can inspire courage and fortitude.  A painting can 
open our eyes to God.  Art has the power to transcend 
our earthly existence and bring us closer to the eternal. 

That brings us back to our original question:  Why is the 
expression of our culture, through art, grotesque and pro-
fane?  Dr. Kreeft would answer it’s because we’re boring 
and lame.  That may be true.  Then why isn’t our Catholic 
art today simply boring and lame?  It is.  The reason for 
that, I believe, is that we Catholics have lost the sense of 
excellence.  Few strive for excellence in the marketplace 
or spiritual life.  The reason, though, that we’re inundated 
with art that expresses a point of view contrary to the 
Christian ideal is simple; those who have no clear sense 
of truth and beauty, are producing quality works.  Our 
youth, especially, is captivated by this because it’s engag-
ing, fast paced and grabs the attention. The tragedy is 
that rather than making the heart soar, it drives it down to 
the lowest depths.  What then is our alternative? 

Let’s face it.  Most Catholic programming and film fall far 
short of the high production quality that mainstream me-
dia possesses. (I say possesses intentionally, in that 
much of the entertainment industry has become preoccu-
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From the DLIPC Promoter

Under the “Formation” link, you will find a recommended 
program of initial formation – years one and two.  A large 
number of our chapters utilize this program and having it 
online makes it much easier to use.  Contained within the 
“First Year” link is another link, “Formation Guidelines”, 
which is a summary of what our new folks should be get-
ting in their formation classes.  As you know, one of the 
purposes of our Lay Provincial Council is approve forma-
tion guidelines, and I would like very much to make this a 
key point of discussion at next year’s meeting.  Guidelines 
are the minimum that new folks should be getting in any 
initial formation program, and having them available to all 
ensures that everyone – new and old alike – what is ex-
pected.

There is also a new feature under the “Newsletter” link. 
Previously, the same version of the newsletter appeared 
there as was distributed to subscribers by email. The ver-
sion available now on the web is a higher resolution, 
printer-ready edition. This edition has a larger file size, 
and the smaller email version is also available through a 
link. This is so that people who want to print a clearer, 
sharper copy can do so. The emailed version is intention-
ally smaller and optimal for online reading, as well as for 
downloading over a slower connection speed.

In St. Dominic,
Tony Galati
LPC President

Dear brothers and sisters in St. Dominic,

I would like to provide a brief update on our website and 
ongoing efforts to provide needed and useful materials for 
our chapters.   Our LPC Vice President, Denise Harvey, 
and our Webmaster, Brian Dragoo, are working system-
atically,  a bit at a time,  to upgrade the utility of this re-
source, and future upgrades will be advised as they are 
worked through.  

I would like to focus on a couple of key links, and going to 
our website at http://laydominicanswest.org/ you will find a 
number of different menu options.  One of the most im-
portant – and neglected – options is  the link that will take 
you to our Rule and Particular Directory.  All of our mem-
bership should be familiar with both of these documents 
because, after all, we each promise to live by them either 
for a limited period of time or for life, and more than a 
passing familiarity with both is necessary for faithful ad-
herence to our commitment.  New folks, too, should be 
familiar with our way of life and a casual read of these 
documents should be suggested to those interested in 
who and what we are.  While the PD is a bit on the long-
ish side, both documents are written clearly and both 
serve as one of the better introductions to our way of life.   
And, longish should not be an impediment to someone 
who is interested in an Order committed to study.

This Advent Season presents us with unique opportuni-
ties to support the directions of the Bishops and the au-
thority of the Magisterium while promoting the importance 
of sacred liturgy. As we all know there will be relatively 
minor, but extremely important, changes to the officially 
approved English translation to Ordinary and Proper used 
in the ordinary form of the Mass. Many of us, of a certain 
age, remember the introduction of what was to become 
the ordinary form of the Mass (the missal of Pope Paul 
VI), and how quick and disruptive that change was. It was 
much more than changing from Latin to English. This time 
the Bishops have pursued an orderly, transparent, and 
universal transition. For example, no implementation of 
the new translation is to occur before the First Sunday of 
Advent. 

There are a number of resources explaining the reasons 
and benefits of the changes, but a brief re-counting of the 
more significant ones is appropriate here (with thanks to 
Edward Sri’s A Guide to the New Translation of the Mass, 
2011):

(Continued on next page)

 “And with your spirit.” There are numerous times 
throughout the Mass when the celebrant will face the 
congregation and say “The Lord be with you.” (Dominus 
vobiscum.) to which the current response is “And also 
with you.” The new translation more accurately reflects 
the Latin response: “And with your spirit.” (Et cum 
spiritu tuo.) This and the other new translations not only 
are closer to the Latin, but are more theologically accu-
rate.

 In the Confiteor. We more appropriately acknowledge 
our sinfulness by reciting in English what we say in the 
Latin, i.e., we have “greatly sinned” in thought, word, 
deed, and omission, “through my fault, through my 
fault, through my most grievous fault; therefore” 
asking the “blessed Mary ever Virgin, all the Angels and 
Saints …to pray for me to the Lord our God.” This rein-
forces the seriousness of our sinfulness and expresses 
a more profound remorse. Further, it is clearer that ac-
knowledgement of our fault leads us to seek help from 

From the President

http://laydominicanswest.org/
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(Continued on next page)

us that God is the creator of all things (visible and invisi-
ble) and we unite with the angels to adore Him. 

 In the Words of Institution. There are a couple of ar-
eas of important changes:

 “This is the chalice of my Blood” instead of “This is 
the cup of my Blood.” This change is closer to the 
Latin text and scriptural references. (see Lk 22:20; 1 
Cor 11:25-28). On the face of it, a chalice is a greater 
vessel than a cup; more worthy to hold the Precious 
Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ.

 Instead of the priest saying, during the consecration 
of the Precious Blood, “It will be shed for you and for 
all …” he will say in the new translation “It will be shed 
for many …” This more accurately reflects the words 
of our Lord and presented in Mt 26:28 (“For this is my 
blood of the new testament, which shall be shed for 
many unto remission of sins.”) This reminds us that 
while our Lord died for all, it is up to each individual to 
accept the offering, the redemptive gift. There is not a 
limitation to what Christ offers. As Sri points out, “the 
many” are mentioned three times in Isaiah 53:10-12. 
Additionally, “the many” can be seen as contrasting 
“with the one who dies—the Lord’s Servant (Jesus)—
with the many who benefit from his atoning sacrifice.” 

 In the Ecce Angus Dei. In the current translation the 
Priest says “This is the Lamb of God who takes away 
the sins of the world. Happy are those who are are 
called to His supper.” In the new translation the Priest 
will take the Host, raise it slightly over the paten and 
facing the people, will say: “Behold the Lamb of God, 
behold Him who takes away the sins of the world. 
Blessed are those called to the supper of the Lamb.” 
In addition to being much more faithful to the Latin text 
(eg., Ecce Agnus Dei, ecce qui tollis peccata mundi. 
Beati qui ad cenam Agni vocati sunt.) The new trans-
lation emphasizes that those called to the supper of the 
Lamb, are blessed. It also recalls Rev. 19:9 – Blessed 
are they that are called to the marriage supper of the 
Lamb. There is here, also, a reminder of the importance 
of the words we use. “Blessed” is not the same thing as 
“happy;” “behold” is not the same thing as “this is.” Al-
though a case can be made for the current word 
choices they ring hollow in comparison and don’t reflect 
the glory, solemnity, or sacredness of the sacrifice that 
is happening in our very midst. 

 The restoration of a more sacred tone is also reflected 
in the congregation’s response. Instead of “Lord, I am 
not worthy to receive you, but only say the word and I 
shall be healed;” we will say “Lord, I am not worthy that 
you should enter under my roof, but only say the 
word and my soul shall be healed.” The acknowledge-

the blessed Virgin, the Angels and Saints, and our 
brothers and sister present with us before the Lord our 
God. The current translation doesn’t have as strong a 
relationship.

 In the Gloria. The new translation more accurately re-
flects scripture by starting:  “Glory to God in the highest, 
and on earth peace to people of good will.” (Lk 2:14 
“Glory to God in the highest: and on earth peace to men 
of good will.”). Further we acknowledge Christ as the 
“Only Begotten Son” as found in Jn 1:14, 18; 3:16, 18. 

 In the Credo: There are a number of changes to the 
translation of the Nicene Creed, starting at the very be-
ginning: “We believe” becomes “I believe.” This is an 
important distinction. Apparently it was only English that 
changed the first person pronoun from the singular us-
age to the plural. Although we worship in community, it 
is important for us to specifically and individually recite 
and affirm the Creed. 

 Instead of affirming the belief in the one true God 
“maker of heaven and earth, all that is seen and un-
seen” we believe in the “maker … of all things visible 
and invisible.” This is an important difference: there 
are lots of things we can’t see, both outside the church 
building and otherwise, but they might be seen in differ-
ent circumstances. However, what is invisible (eg., An-
gels) remain invisible no matter where we are. 

We then refer to our individual belief in our “Lord Jesus 
Christ, the Only Begotten Son of God … consubstan-
tial [not “one in Being”] with the Father … he came 
down from heaven and by [not “by the power of”] the 
Holy Spirit was incarnate [not “he was born”] of the 
Virgin Mary.”

Additionally, we will recite that our Lord “suffered death
and was buried, and rose on the third day in accor-
dance with the Scriptures,” instead of he having 
“suffered, died, and … On the third day he rose in fulfill-
ment of the Scriptures.” These all are more accurate 
theologically and truer to the Latin text. 

 In the Sanctus. The beginning of the Sanctus will state: 
“Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God of hosts” instead of “God of 
power and might.” A search for the phrase “God of 
power and might” in the Bible (Douay) does not yield 
any results; but there are numerous references to “God 
of hosts.” (1 and 2 Samuel, Wisdom, 1 Kings, 1 Chroni-
cles, Psalms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Amos, 
Zephaniah, Haggai, Zachariah, and Malachi). Searching 
for “Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God of hosts” yields Isaiah 
6:3 (“And they [a vision of angles praising God] cried 
one to another, and said: Holy, holy, holy the Lord God 
of hosts, all the earth is full of His glory.”) This reminds 

DLIPC Promoter
(Continued from previous page)
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For a long time I was an advocate of the Chestertonian 
approach, and I still think it has great merit, for in a 
broader sense, how does one become a saint, unless one 
strikes out and lives the faith, imperfectly but working to-
wards the goal of life with Christ?  But on the question of 
music, I’m not as sure of myself as I once was.  Bad mu-
sic done badly is one things, but at what point does music 
which is beautiful become not so when it is done badly? 
And what of charity for those who would be singing beau-
tifully if I weren’t leading them off key or making their mo-
lars grind in pain?  

I am grateful to Bp Morlino for his words on Beauty in the 
Liturgy, and the words of Msgr Andrew Wadsworth, Ex-
ecutive Director of The ICEL Secretariat, for his words on 
singing the mass. We have changes coming, and the goal 
is not to just revamp the old settings and “keep on keep-
ing on.” Rather, we have been given an opportunity to 
learn to worship the Lord our God as it is meant to be.  
Yes, we have done it badly for a long time, and it was 
worth doing, even badly. But this is the opportunity to 
learn to do it well.  This is a time to internalize “not my 
will, but Thine be done” – and the heart of the Church is 
where the Holy Spirit is to be found.

Mark Gross, 
Editor

Platitudes Undone (Ignatius press, 1997) is a delightful 
little book showcasing GK Chesterton’s wit. I was de-
lighted to read this very humorous little book the year af-
ter I entered the Catholic Church. The book consists of 
“received wisdom” and GK’s hand written comments. 
There is one which has stuck in my memory (no mean 
trick these days!). The platitude goes as follows: “If some-
thing is worth doing, it is worth doing well.” GK’s response 
was “If something is worth doing, it is worth doing badly!”  
In Chesterton’s retort I found something which struck me 
deeply. It reminded me of all the things I had not done 
because the quality standard I knew I could not meet; 
while at the same time recognizing that many things must 
be done badly before one ever is able to do them well.

When I entered the Catholic Church, I loved and had al-
ways loved music, but from long experience remained a 
listener, rather than a participant, because when I would 
try and sing, people groaned and left the room; I couldn’t 
carry a tune in a bag. But with GK’s unbidden encourage-
ment, I started to sing badly with the music I encountered 
at mass; after all, there were complaints that “Catholics 
don’t sing,” so I was doubly motivated.  But to simply be 
another braying discordant voice was not enough, I soon 
joined the parish’s newly formed Renaissance Chancel 
Choir, where I was assured that my vocal deficiency 
would be overcome by professional direction.  I sang with 
this group for ten year, and I am able to report that I no 
longer suffer from “can’t carry a tune in a bag” syndrome 
– I’ve become fairly familiar with the bag! Although I’ll ad-
mit that when in the presence of gifted choristers I usually 
want to put it over my head, and I’m sure some of them 
do too!

From the Editor

As much as any man loves the Church of Christ, so 
much has he the Holy Spirit. 

St Augustine by BXVI, Berlin 22 Sep 2011

some of the reasons for and the benefits of them. We can 
support the hierarchy, especially our local clergy, as they 
support us by presenting to us a more beautiful liturgy. 
We can do this over coffee, after Mass, as we visit our 
friends and associates; during our dinner conversation 
with family members as we prepare our children; and in 
loving response when someone may ask in anger or con-
fusion why do we need a new translation at all.

This, I think, is a wonderful example of the preaching we 
are called to as lay members of the Dominican Order, are 
called to. 

Gary Sims,
DLIPC Representative

ment that “I am not worthy” that the Lord should enter 
under my roof reminds us of the story of the centurion 
(Mt. 8:8 and Lk 7:6-7), a gentile, who professed a faith 
beyond many of the would-be followers of Our Lord. We 
can see a symbolic reference to ourselves as undeserv-
ing of the Lord into our body in the moments to come. 
But we also acknowledge that He need only say the 
word (“in the beginning was the word”) and my soul will 
be healed. What tremendous symbols and references 
to reflect on as we prepare to meet our Lord physically. 

We are presented with tremendous and unique preaching 
opportunities with the new English translation of the Mass 
Ordinary, Propers, and responses. We can help support 
the church in promoting these changes and explaining 

DLIPC Promoter
(Continued from previous page)
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(Continued on next page)

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

Six years ago, the first Apostolic Journey of my pontificate 
took me to Bari for the 24th National Eucharistic Con-
gress. Today I have come to conclude solemnly the 25th, 
here in Ancona. I thank the Lord for these intense eccle-
sial moments that strengthen our love for the Eucharist 
and see us united round the Eucharist! Bari and Ancona, 
two cities facing the Adriatic Sea; two cities rich in history 
and in Christian life, two cities open to the East, to its cul-
ture and its spirituality; two cities which the themes of the 
Eucharistic Congresses have helped to bring closer to 
each other: in Bari we commemorated how “Without Sun-
day We Cannot Live”; today our gathering is under the 
banner of the “Eucharist for Daily Life”.

Before offering you some thoughts, I would like to thank 
you for your unanimous participation: in you I spiritually 
embrace the whole of the Church in Italy. I address a 
grateful greeting to Cardinal Angelo Bagnasco, President 
of the Episcopal Conference, for the cordial words he ad-
dressed to me also on your behalf; to Cardinal Giovanni 
Battista Re, my Legate at this Congress; to Archbishop 
Edoardo Menichelli of Ancona-Osimo, to the Bishops of 
the Metropolis and of the Marches and to those who have 
come in great numbers from every part of the country. 
With them, I greet the priests, deacons and consecrated 
men and women, as well as the lay faithful, among whom 
I see many families and many young people. I also ex-
tend my gratitude to the civil and military authorities and 
to all those, in their various capacities, who have contrib-
uted to the success of this event. 

“This is a hard saying; who can listen to it?” (Jn 6:60). The 
reaction of the disciples – many of whom abandoned Je-
sus – to his discourse on the Bread of Life in the Syna-
gogue of Capernaum is not very different from our own 
resistance to the total gift he makes of himself. For truly 
accepting this gift means losing oneself, letting oneself be 
involved and transformed, as the Apostle Paul reminded 
us in the Second Reading: “If we live, we live to the Lord, 
and if we die, we die to the Lord; so then, whether we live 
or whether we die, we are the Lord's” (Rom 14:8).

“This is a hard saying”; it is hard because we often con-
fuse freedom with the absence of bonds, in the conviction 
that we can manage by ourselves, without God who is 
seen as a restriction of freedom. This is an illusion that 
does not take long to become a delusion, giving rise to 
anxiety and fear and, paradoxically, leading to nostalgia 
for the bonds of the past: “Would that we had died by the 
hand of the Lord in the land of Egypt…”, the Jews in the 
wilderness said, as we heard (Ex 16:3). In fact, only in 
openness to God, in receiving his gift, do we become truly 
free, free from the slavery of sin that disfigures man’s 
face, and capable of serving the true good of our breth-
ren.

“This is a hard saying”; it is hard because man often suc-
cumbs to the illusion that he can “make stones become 
bread”. After setting God aside, or after having tolerated 
him as a private choice that must not interfere with public 
life, some ideologies have aimed to organize society with 
the force of power and of the economy. History shows us, 
dramatically, that the objective of guaranteeing everyone 
development, material well-being and peace, by leaving 
out God and his revelation, has been resolved by giving 
people stones instead of bread. 

Bread, dear brothers and sisters, is “a fruit of the work of 
human hands”, and this truth contains the full responsibil-
ity entrusted to our hands and to our ingenuity; but bread 
is also and before that: “a fruit of the earth”, which re-
ceives the sun and the rain from on high: it is a gift to ask 
for that takes away all our pride and enables us to invoke 
with the trust of the humble: “Our Father… give us this 
day our daily bread” (Mt 6:11).

The human being is incapable of giving life to himself, he 
understands himself only by starting from God: it is the 
relationship with him that gives our humanity consistence 
and makes our life good and just. In the “Our Father” we 
ask that his name be hallowed, that his kingdom come, 
that his will be done. It is first and foremost God’s primacy 
that we must recover in our world and in our life, because 
it is this primacy that enables us to discover the truth of 
what we are, and it is in knowing and following God’s will 
that we find our own good; giving time and space to God, 
so that he may be the vital centre of our existence.

Where should we start from, from what source, in order to 
recover and to reaffirm the primacy of God? From the 
Eucharist; here God makes himself so close that he 
makes himself our food, here he makes himself energy on 
the often difficult journey, here he makes himself a 
friendly presence that transforms. The Law given through 
Moses was already considered as “bread from Heaven”, 
thanks to which Israel became the People of God, but in 
Jesus the ultimate and definitive word of God becomes 
flesh, comes to meet us as a Person. He, the eternal 
Word, is the true manna, the Bread of Life (cf. Jn 6:32-35) 
and doing the works of God is believing in him (cf. Jn 
6:28-29). 

At the Last Supper Jesus summed up the whole of his life 
in an act that is inscribed in the great paschal blessing to 
God, an act that he lives as Son in thanksgiving to the 
Father for his immense love. Jesus broke the bread and 
shared it, but with a new depth, because he was giving 
himself. He took the cup and shared it so that all might 
drink from it, but with this gesture he was giving the “new 
covenant of his Blood”, he was giving himself. 

Put the Eucharist at the Center!
Benedict XVI
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Jesus anticipated the act of supreme love, obedience to 
the Father’s will: the sacrifice of the Cross. His life will be 
taken on the Cross, but he was already offering it himself. 
So it is that Christ’s death is not reduced to a violent exe-
cution but was transformed by him into a free act of love, 
of self-giving, which passed through death itself victori-
ously and reaffirmed the goodness of creation that came 
from God’s hands, that was humiliated by sin and re-
deemed at last. This immense gift is accessible to us in 
the Sacrament of the Eucharist. God gives himself to us, 
to open our life to him, to involve it in the mystery of love 
of the Cross, to make it share in the eternal mystery from 
which we come, and to anticipate the new condition of full 
life in God, of which we in live expectation.

Yet what does starting from the Eucharist in order to reaf-
firm God’s primacy entail for our daily life? Eucharistic 
communion, dear friends, wrenches us from our individu-
alism, communicates to us the spirit of Christ dead and 
risen, and conforms us to him. It closely unites us with our 
brethren in that mystery of communion, which is the 
Church, where the one Bread makes many one body (1 
Cor 10:17), fulfilling the prayer of the Christian community 
recorded in the Book of the Didaché: “As this broken 
bread was once scattered on the mountains and after it 
had been brought together became one, so may your 
Church be gathered together from the ends of the earth 
unto your kingdom” (ix, 4). 

The Eucharist sustains and transforms the whole of daily 
life. As I recalled in my first Encyclical: “Eucharistic com-
munion includes the reality both of being loved and of lov-
ing others in turn”, therefore, “A Eucharist which does not 
pass over into the concrete practice of love is intrinsically 
fragmented” (Deus Caritas Est, n. 14).

The 2,000-year-old history of the Church is spangled with 
saints whose existence is an eloquent sign of how in com-
munion with the Lord and from the Eucharist a new and 
intense assumption of responsibility comes into being at 
all the levels of community life; thus a new positive social 
development is born which is centered on the person, 
especially when he or she is poor, sick or in need. Being 
nourished by Christ is the way not to be foreign or indiffer-
ent to the fate of the brethren, but rather to enter into the 
same logic of love and of the gift of the sacrifice of the 
Cross; anyone who can kneel before the Eucharist, who 
receives the Body of the Lord, cannot but be attentive in 
the ordinary daily routine to situations unworthy of the 
human being; anyone who can bend over the needy in 
the first person, who can break his own bread with the 
hungry and share water with the thirsty, who can clothe 
the naked and visit the sick person and the prisoner (cf. 
Mt 25:34-36). 

This person will be able to see in every individual that 
same Lord who did not hesitate to give the whole of him-
self for us and for our salvation. A Eucharistic spirituality, 
then, is the true antidote to the individualism and selfish-
ness that often mark daily life. It leads to the rediscovery 
of giving freely, to the centrality of relationships, starting 
with the family, and pays special attention to alleviating 
the wounds of broken families. 

A Eucharistic spirituality is the soul of an ecclesial com-
munity which surmounts divisions and antagonism and 
appreciates the diversity of charisms and ministries, put-
ting them at the service of the Church, of her vitality and 
mission. A Eucharistic spirituality is the way to restore 
dignity to the days of human beings, hence to their work, 
in the quest for its reconciliation with the times of celebra-
tion and of the family, and in the commitment to overcome 
the uncertainty of precarious situations and the problem 
of unemployment. 

A Eucharistic spirituality will also help us to approach the 
different forms of human frailty, aware that they do not 
dim the value of a person but require closeness, accep-
tance and help. A renewed educational ability will draw 
strength from the Bread of Life, attentive to witnessing to 
the fundamental values of existence, of knowledge of the 
spiritual and cultural heritage; its vitality will enable us to 
dwell in the human city with the readiness to expend our-
selves on the horizon of the common good in order to 
build a fairer and more brotherly society.

Dear friends, let us start out from the Marches with the 
power of the Eucharist in a constant osmosis between the 
mystery we are celebrating and the contexts of our daily 
life. There is nothing authentically human that does not 
find in the Eucharist the form it needs to be lived to the 
full: may daily life therefore become a place of spiritual 
worship, in order to live in all circumstances the primacy 
of God, as part of a relationship with Christ and as an of-
fering to the Father (cf. Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhorta-
tion Sacramentum Caritatis, n. 71). Yes, “man shall not 
live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from 
the mouth of God” (Mt 4:4): we live by obedience to these 
words, which are living bread, until, like Peter, we consign 
ourselves with the understanding of love: “Lord, to whom 
shall we go? You have the words of eternal life; and we 
have believed, and have come to know, that you are the 
Holy One of God” (Jn 6:68-69).

Like the Virgin Mary, let us too become a “womb”, willing 
to offer Jesus to the people of our time, reawakening the 
deep desire for that salvation which comes only from him. 
I wish the whole Church which is in Italy a good journey 
with Christ, the Bread of Life! Amen.

© Copyright 2011 - Libreria Editrice Vaticana (Link)

Eucharist
(Continued from previous page)

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/homilies/2011/documents/hf_ben-xvi_hom_20110911_ancona_en.html
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Clearly there has been much dialogue recently about our 
continuing liturgical renewal in the Diocese of Madison —
this awareness has even risen to the international level. 
There was, in fact, a recent blog in Spain about our local 
matter. It is very difficult for me to believe that the tale of a 
bishop, leading his diocese in fine-tuning the implementa-
tion of the correct interpretation of Vatican II, would rise to 
the level of an international news item. But that says, in-
deed, a lot about the world in which we live, favoring as it 
does anarchic displays rather than a reasonable exercise 
of lawful authority.

Be that all as it may, I myself have yet to mention in a 
very public way the consideration which essentially ac-
companies our realization of Christ’s true presence and 
our natural and supernatural response of reverence. The 
liturgy, as the worship which the Holy Spirit has given His 
Church, always requires beauty in its celebrations.

Since the frequently mistaken implementation of Vatican 
II (almost 50 years ago), many liturgies have taken place 
which are, at least, less than beautiful. To this statement, 
our country and our culture would respond immediately, 
“but beauty is in the eye of the beholder,” or, “everything 
is beautiful, in its own way.” Just as our culture has 
sought to relativize everything important to human nobil-
ity, asserting that it is human nature not to have a nature, 
so too is this the case with beauty itself.

Beauty: not simply in the ‘eye of the beholder’

Beauty is not, in fact, simply in the eye of the beholder, 
from the viewpoint of reason. For reason tells us that 
beautiful, good, true, and one are interchangeable; there-
fore, whatever is beautiful is also good and true, and ex-
presses unity and harmony.

Beautiful can never be mistaken as an indicator of what 
pleases some majority of people somewhere. The fact 
that our parish likes to sing a particular song at the liturgy 
cannot, of itself, make that song beautiful. To be beautiful, 
indeed, is to be good and is to be true. As much as some 
people may enjoy the musical antics of Lady Gaga, these 
cannot honestly be described as beautiful.

Beautiful means, in the first place, embodying the truth. 
Some of the songs that we sing at liturgy contain lyrics 
which clearly are not true — for example, the song “All 
Are Welcome.” As a matter of fact, the liturgy takes place 
mystically in the heavenly sanctuary. All are welcome at 
the liturgy who truly seek salvation in and through Jesus 
Christ, by following God’s Will, as spelled out through His 
Son’s very Body, the Church. People who have little inter-
est in doing God’s Will don’t fit at the liturgy. And cer-
tainly, by their own choosing, the poor souls who suffer in 

Hell for all eternity are not welcome. Those are simple, 
but true facts. Thus the song, “All Are Welcome,” gives an 
impression that the choice for the Will of Jesus Christ, as 
it comes to us through the Church, makes no difference; 
and nothing could be further from the truth. It could there-
fore be concluded that the song, “All are Welcome,” is not 
beautiful so as to be appropriate-for-liturgical-use. Being 
true is necessary before anything can be beautiful.

Ennobling the human person

But, it is equally important for something to be good so 
that it also might be judged beautiful. The truth, which is 
clothed by beauty, must be such as to ennoble the human 
person in terms of bringing out his or her very best, both 
of intellect and of will. The beautiful must embody that 
which is true, but also ennobling to our human nature as 
made in the image and likeness of God. Whatever is 
beautiful must fix our minds and our hearts on the things 
above, according to St. Paul (Phil 4).

When one realizes that to be authentically beautiful, 
something must be both true and ennobling of our human 
nature, that tells us a great deal about what exactly is ap-
propriate at the liturgy. Because it is the source and the 
summit of our lives as followers of Christ, the liturgy must 
never be anything less than beautiful, beautiful in such 
wise as to evoke the correct sacramental attitude of rever-
ence, beautiful as befitting our communion at the liturgy 
with all the angels and saints.

Thus, everything that we will be doing in the days, 
months, and years ahead, since it will be aimed at rever-
ent Christ-centeredness in liturgical celebrations, must be 
nothing less than beautiful, reflecting the perfect beauty, 
unity, truth, and goodness of the object of our worship 
and adoration Themselves, the Father, the Son, and the 
Holy Spirit.

Thank you for reading this. God Bless each one of you! 
Praised be Jesus Christ!

Diocese of Madison, Catholic Herald (Link)

The Beauty of Our Worship in the Liturgy
Bp Robert Morlino 

http://www.madisoncatholicherald.org/bishopscolumns/2596-the-beauty-of-our-worship-in-the-liturgy.html
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(Continued on next page)

Proper Church Etiquette: A Public Witness of Faith
Bishop Arthur Serratelli 

England’s Queen Elizabeth II has reigned for fifty-nine 
years. During her lifetime, she has seen eleven U.S. 
presidents come and go. Queen Elizabeth got along es-
pecially well with President Reagan. Once, they even 
went horse-back riding together at Windsor Castle. How-
ever, such familiarity did not push aside royal protocol.

In 1982, when the president and the queen were walking 
together, President Reagan wanted his wife, Nancy, to 
walk in front of them.  But, according to royal protocol, the 
president’s wife was expected to walk behind the queen 
and next to the queen’s husband. Sensing the awkward-
ness of the situation, the queen had them all walk to-
gether in one line.

Civil people still observe proper etiquette when in the 
presence of the queen. When the queen enters a room, 
the guests stand. In greeting her, a man bows and a 
woman curtsies. When they first address the queen, they 
say, “Your Majesty,” thereafter, “Ma'am.” No one speaks 
unless first addressed by the queen.

We should not be surprised that there is a protocol in the 
presence of royalty. After all, the queen embodies in her 
person the British Commonwealth. She is the constitu-
tional monarch of sixteen independent sovereign states. 
The respect shown her is the respect shown to all the 
people under her scepter. It is a way of acknowledging 
that her power and authority are at the service of the good 
of both her people and all.

The 15th century Council of Basel drew the comparison 
between the way we are expected to behave in the pres-
ence of our civil rulers and the way we should behave in 
the presence of God. The Council stated, “A person who 
is about to make a request to a secular prince takes pains 
to compose himself and his words by decent dress, be-
coming gesture, regulated speech and close attention of 
mind. How much more careful ought he to be in all these 
things when he is about to pray to almighty God in a sa-
cred place!” Coming into the presence of God requires a 
proper etiquette on our part. Yet, we seem to be less and 
less aware of this in our day.

Today, a very casual attitude pervades all our social inter-
actions. Proper church etiquette, like all civil behavior, 
suffers greatly in our day. The way that we dress for 
church is casual. Sometimes more suited for the sports 
field or beach! Our observance of silence is casual as 
well. Not infrequently people chew gum in church, keep 
their cell phones on and talk during the liturgy.

The way that we behave in the presence of Jesus in the 
Blessed Sacrament has changed much in the last two 
generations. Genuflecting when coming before the 

Blessed Sacrament in the tabernacle is rarely done. At 
funerals and weddings, as some come to receive Holy 
Communion, they stop and chat with others instead of 
approaching the Lord in prayerful recollection. In some 
places, reverence to the Eucharist is withheld when the 
mandated rituals of purification of the sacred vessels after 
Communion are laid aside for a more casual disposal of 
the fragments of the Eucharist and the remains of the 
Precious Blood.

To begin, when we come to church, we are not coming to 
just an ordinary building. We are entering a sacred place. 
Yes, the church is, first of all, the People of God “made 
one as the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are one 
and … the temple of God built with living stones, in which 
the Father is worshiped in spirit and in truth” (Order of the 
Dedication of a Church, ch. II, 1).  Nonetheless, the 
church building is made holy not simply by the worshiping 
community, but by the very Presence of God.

“Nothing so becomes a church as silence and good order. 
Noise belongs to theatres…and market-places: but [in 
church]…there should be stillness, and quiet and calm 
reflection, and a haven of much repose” (St. John Chry-
sostom). We are not attending a performance. We are 
participating in liturgy, the very worship of God. In church, 
we are most visibly before God. Even our dress should 
acknowledge this. As St. Cyprian once said, “The dress of 
the body should not discredit the good of the soul.”

Perhaps we have lost sight of the basic fact that God is 
Lord and we are his humble servants. He made us. He is 
the Creator, not us. With all our advances in science, with 
our technological ability to begin human life and to end 
human life, to manipulate and control life, we may be 
tempted to push God aside and place ourselves at the 
center of the universe.

This may explain something of our rather casual attitudes 
and behaviors when we come into his presence. While his 
power and authority may seem to have been diminished 
in the view of some, it is not so in reality. He has placed 
all his goodness at the service of our redemption.

God, the Lord of all creation, has stooped to rescue us 
from our sins. He has sent his only-begotten Son to be 
our Savior. As Paul reminds us, “Though he was in the 
form of God, he did not regard equality with God some-
thing to be grasped. Rather, he emptied himself…coming 
in human likeness; …he humbled himself, becoming obe-
dient to death, even death on a cross. Because of this, 
God greatly exalted him and bestowed on him the name 
that is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every 
knee should bend, of those in heaven and on earth and 
under the earth…”(Phil  2: 6-9).
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When we come to church, we come to the Eucharist 
where this mystery of Christ’s dying and rising for us is 
made present. When we enter church, we are before 
Christ present to us in the Blessed Sacrament. Therefore, 
our reverence is not one of trembling or dread, cowering 
before a monarch whose power we fear. No! It is the 
hushed awe in the presence of a love too great for words. 
A love that inspires and lifts up. A love that draws us out 
of ourselves into the very life of God.

The more we realize what it means to come to church, the 
more easily will our dress, our actions, our speech and 
our silence publicly witness to our faith in God who gath-
ers us together so that “from the rising of the sun to its 
setting, a pure sacrifice may be offered to [his] 
name” (Roman Missal, Eucharistic Prayer III, third edi-
tion).

CNA, July 28, 2011 (Link). 
Bishop Serratelli is the bishop of Paterson, New Jersey.

Witness
(Continued from previous page)

Towards the Future – Singing the Mass
Msgr Andrew R Wadsworth, Executive Director of The ICEL Secretariat

[…] We stand now at the threshold of the introduction of a 
new translation of the Roman Missal, an event of unparal-
leled significance in the forty years since the introduction 
of the first English translation of the Missale Romanum in 
the wake of the Second Vatican Council. While the transi-
tion from one translation to another is qualitatively less 
dramatic than the introduction of a new Rite of Mass, I 
think it is fair to deduce that the current translation has not 
only shaped our liturgical experience over the past forty 
years, it has also generated a common culture of liturgical 
music. For this reason, we are well placed to consider 
seriously what has been achieved and how things could 
be improved for the future.

I am sure that many of you here today were among the 
first to recognize that a change of translation, a change 
which implies a difference of style, register and content, 
would have considerable implications for our liturgical mu-
sic. I am sure it will have occurred to you that it would not 
just be a matter of adapting our current settings and 
songs to the new texts, rather in the way that one might 
alter an old and well-loved garment to meet the demands 
of an increasing or decreasing waist-line! But rather, the 
new texts would quite naturally inspire new music which 
responds more directly to the character of the texts them-
selves, reflecting in an original way their patterns of ac-
centuation, their cadence and their phrasing. Is it too 
much to hope that this might be a wonderful opportunity 
for reassessing the current repertoire of liturgical music in 
the light of our rich musical patrimony and like the good 
housekeeper being able to bring out of the store treasures 
both new and old? 

Maybe the greatest challenge that lies before us is the 
invitation once again to sing the Mass rather than merely 
to sing at Mass. This echoes the injunctions of the Coun-
cil Fathers in the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy and 
reflects our deeply held instinct that the majority of the 
texts contained in the Missal can and in many cases 
should be sung. This means not only the congregational 
acclamations of the Order of Mass, but also the orations, 
the chants in response to the readings, the Eucharistic 
prayer and the antiphons which accompany the Entrance, 
the Offertory and the Communion processions. These 
proper texts are usually replaced by hymns or songs that 
have little relationship to the texts proposed by the Missal 
or the Graduale Romanum and as such a whole element 
of the liturgy of the day is lost or consigned to oblivion. 
For the most part, they exist only as spoken texts. We are 
much the poorer for this, as these texts (which are often 
either Scriptural or a gloss on the Biblical text) represent 
the Church’s own reading and meditation on the Scrip-
tures. As chants, they are a sort of musical lectio divina 
pointing us towards the riches expressed in that day’s 
liturgy. For this reason, I believe that it is seriously defi-
cient to consider that planning music for the liturgy ever 
begins with a blank sheet: there are texts given for every 
Mass in the Missal and these texts are intended for sing-
ing. 

Towards the Future – Singing the Mass
A keynote-address to the Southeastern Liturgical Music 
Symposium
by Msgr Andrew R Wadsworth, 
Executive Director of The ICEL Secretariat
Atlanta, Georgia - August 21 2010
(Entire article can be read at The Chant Café Link)

http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/column.php?n=1714
http://www.chantcafe.com/p/towards-future-singing-mass-by-msgr.html
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I heard a story about a young boy named Peter whose 
parents were fallen away Catholics. Peter’s parents had 
traded their Catholic faith for fad beliefs that were more 
convenient and fit in better with their family and friends. 
However, like many fallen away Catholics, they didn’t take 
their new beliefs very serious either. In fact, they rea-
soned that all these little details really didn’t matter—one 
religion was just as good as another. Because they felt 
this way, they decided to send Peter to a Catholic school 
as it was regarded as the best school in the area, even 
though they didn’t follow the Catholic faith anymore. How-
ever, Peter’s uncle, who had also left the Catholic faith, 
took his rejection of the Faith much more seriously. One 
day he asked Peter what he was learning in school, and 
Peter responding by reciting the Apostle’s Creed. Peter’s 
uncle was outraged and didn’t want his nephew learning 
any of this Catholic nonsense. He tried to convince Pe-
ter’s parents to take him out of that school. Yet, despite 
his protests, Peter’s parents didn’t see it as a big deal. To 
them it was an unimportant argument about words—
prayers that children memorized. In the end they figured it 
was all the same and didn’t really matter, so they let Peter 
stay in that school.

Peter’s Uncle was correct about one important thing: 
words do matter. The words of the Creed have always 
been precious to us Christians. The early Christians 
called them the Symbol of Faith. It was a symbol or mark 
that outwardly showed what was invisibly believed. Of 
course, the ultimate object of our faith is God Himself. Our 
faith is in the Word, not in mere words no matter how true 
or precious that might be. Yet, the words do matter. The 
words of the Creed are called secondary objects of faith 
because they connect us with God, the primary object of 
faith, whom we cannot see. If the details of the secondary 
objects are wrong, we are not able to be as connected to 
God. Ultimately, if our secondary objects are wrong 
enough they will connect us not with God, who created us 

and loves us, but with an imaginary god that is not real 
and loves us no more than an ancient pagan idol.

The Creed tells us who God is. When you love someone, 
you want to know about them. You can’t have a relation-
ship without this kind of knowledge, for in relationships all 
these little details matter. Imagine forgetting a spouse’s 
birthday or anniversary and saying, “Oh, we’ll celebrate it 
next week. It’s all the same, we shouldn’t fight about de-
tails.” Knowing these details is crucial for maintaining a 
relationship with someone. Little children want to know 
your favorite color or favorite food. As we get older, hope-
fully we want to know more important and deeper things 
about each other. In a relationship with God just as in a 
relationship with another human being, we would never 
conclude that the details don’t matter and it’s all the 
same.

Because these details matter and are so crucial to our 
Faith, the new translation of the Missal will include im-
proved translations of both the Apostles Creed and the 
Nicene Creed, the one usually professed at Mass. The 
changes to the Apostle Creed are fairly minor but the 
changes to the translation of the Nicene Creed will be 
more noticeable. These changes will make the creeds 
more precisely proclaim the truth of God—more precisely 
declaring these secondary objects of faith that lead us to 
the primary object of our faith. The changes will also 
make the creeds more precisely match the words that 
Christians have professed for millennia and for which they 
have often spilled their blood.

The most noticeable change in the Nicene Creed will be 
the first words, saying “I believe” instead of “We believe.” 
Of course our faith is still shared and publicly professed 
together, but the simple fact is that in Latin the Creed be-
gins with the word credo, a word that any Latin teacher 

(Continued on next page)

Credo in unum Deum: A New English Translation of the Mass
Fr Darren Pierre, OP
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In our era of restlessness and lack of commitment, when 
so many people lose their way and their grounding, 
when loving fidelity in marriage and friendship has be-
come so fragile and short-lived, when in our need we cry 
out like the disciples on the road to Emmaus: “Lord, stay 
with us, for it is almost evening and darkness is all 
around us!” (cf. Lk 24:29), then the risen Lord gives us a 
place of refuge, a place of light, hope and confidence, a 
place of rest and security. When drought and death loom 
over the branches, then future, life and joy are to be 
found in Christ.

BXVI, Berlin 22 Sep 2011

will tell you means “I believe.” (The Latin word for “we be-
lieve” is credimus.) The original Greek version of the Ni-
cene Creed did begin with a word meaning “we believe” 
but since the sixth century both the Byzantine liturgy and 
the Latin liturgy have used the first person singular. The 
ancient change may have been to highlight the individual 
response that each one of us makes to the gift of faith we 
have received. This is seen very clearly in the ancient use 
of the creeds in baptism, which is an intimately personal 
gift from God.

The new translation will use some big words that are not 
common. We will say that Jesus is “consubstantial” with 
the Father, to describe just how Jesus and the Father are 
one. This is the word that was used at the Council Nicaea 
in the year 325 A.D., the very Council that gave us the 
Nicene Creed that we say at Mass. We will also say the 
Jesus became “incarnate of the Virgin Mary” rather than 
was born of the Virgin Mary. It is perhaps a subtle differ-
ence, but an important one. Jesus became Man even be-
fore he was born, and in a world scarred with the preva-
lence of abortion this is an important distinction. It is not 
an attempt to downplay the wondrous events in the stable 
in Bethlehem, but a reminder that God’s human life began 
nine months earlier at the Annunciation, a life that existed 
from the moment he took flesh in Mary’s womb. It will take 
time and effort to understand words like “consubstantial” 
and “incarnate,” but this effort is worthwhile because it 
leads us to a deeper and more precise knowledge of God. 
The details of these secondary objects, facts about God, 
lead to God.

The precise details of the creeds have led countless 
Christian to God, including the young boy named Peter 
whom I mentioned in the beginning. Although Peter’s 
story sounds very modern, it actually took place back in 
the 1200’s in the city of Verona in what is modern day 
Italy. The truths of the Faith that Peter learned in the 
Apostles Creed became so important to him that he be-
came a Dominican in order to preach that truth. He was 
received into the Order of Friars Preachers by St. Dominic 
himself in those very first days of the Order. He spent the 
rest of his life preaching about the truth of God to people 
who had fallen away from Faith like his own family and 
guiding many of them back to the Church. He was so suc-
cessful that the leaders of those who opposed him con-
spired to assassinate him. On April 6th, 1252, they am-
bushed Peter and a traveling companion on a lonely road 
outside of Milan. The assassins grievously wounded Pe-
ter’s traveling companion and struck Peter on the head 
with an axe-like implement. As he was being attacked, 
Peter began to recite the Creed, the Symbol of Faith for 
which he would give his life. When he collapsed under the 
blows and lay dying in the road, Peter dipped his finger in 
his own blood and wrote on the ground the beginning of 
the Creed: Credo in unum Deum. The words of a Creed 
brought him the Faith when he was a child. They guided 
his preaching as he sought to serve God throughout his 

life, and they expressed his love of God as he lay dying. 
The young boy from Verona became St. Peter of Verona, 
often called simply St. Peter Martyr. 

Fr Darren Pierre, OP, Promoter for the Lay and Priestly 
Fraternities of St. Dominic, Province of St. Joseph (Link)

Credo
(Continued from previous page)

http://www.ordopraedicatorum.org/2011/10/21/credo-in-unum-deum-a-new-english-translation-of-the-mass
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[...] One of the problems we have 
today is that we have lost the 
sense of America’s national 
“story”. If our people know our 
history at all, what they know is 
incomplete. And when we don’t 
know the whole story, we end up 
with the wrong assumptions about 
American identity and culture.

We take these names for granted now. But our American 
geography testifies that our nation was born from the en-
counter with Jesus Christ. Sacramento (“Holy Sacra-
ment”). Las Cruces (“the Cross”). Corpus Christi (“Body of 
Christ”). Even the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, named for 
the precious blood of Christ.

The 19th-century historian John Gilmary Shea said it 
beautifully. Before there were houses in this land, there 
were altars: “Mass was said to hallow the land and draw 
down the blessing of heaven before the first step was 
taken to rear a human habitation. The altar was older than 
the hearth”.

The missing piece of American history

This is the missing piece of American history. And today 
more than ever, we need to know this heritage of holiness 
and service – especially as American Catholics. Along 
with Washington and Jefferson, we need to know the sto-
ries of these great apostles of America. We need to know 
the French missionaries like Mother Joseph and the Jesu-
its St Isaac Jogues and Father Jacques Marquette, who 
came down from Canada to bring the faith to the northern 
half of our country. We need to know the Hispanic mis-
sionaries like the Franciscan Magin Catalá and the Jesuit 
Father Eusebio Kino, who came up from Mexico to evan-
gelize the Southwest and the Northwest territories.

We should know the stories of people like Venerable An-
tonio Margil. He was a Franciscan priest and is one of my 
favorite figures from the first evangelization of America. 
Venerable Antonio left his homeland in Spain to come to 
the New World in 1683. He told his mother he was com-
ing here – because “millions of souls [were] lost for want 
of priests to dispel the darkness of unbelief”.

People used to call him “the Flying Padre”. He traveled 40 
or 50 miles every day, walking barefoot. Fray Antonio had 
a truly continental sense of mission. He established 
churches in Texas and Louisiana, and also in Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua, Guatemala and Mexico.

He was a priest of great courage and love. He escaped 
death many times at the hands of the native peoples he 
came to evangelize. Once he faced a firing squad of a 
dozen Indians armed with bows and arrows. Another time 
he was almost burned alive at the stake.

I came to know about Fray Antonio when I was the 
Archbishop of San Antonio. He preached there in 1719-
1720 and founded the San José Mission there. He used 
to talk about San Antonio as the center of the evangeliza-
tion of America. He said: “San Antonio… will be the head-
quarters of all the missions which God our Lord will estab-

IMMIGRATION AND THE "NEXT AMERICA"
Abp José Horacio Gómez

(Continued on next page)

Our national story

The American story that most of us know is set in New 
England. It is the story of the pilgrims and the Mayflower, 
the first Thanksgiving, and John Winthrop’s sermon about 
a “city upon a hill”.

It is the story of great men like Washington, Jefferson and 
Madison. It’s the story of great documents like the Decla-
ration of Independence and the Bill of Rights. It is a beau-
tiful story. It is also true. Every American should know 
these characters and the ideals and principles they fought 
for. From this story we learn that our American identity 
and culture are rooted in essentially Christian beliefs 
about the dignity of the human person.

But the story of the founding fathers and the truths they 
held to be self-evident is not the whole story about Amer-
ica. The rest of the story starts more than a century be-
fore the pilgrims. It starts in the 1520s in Florida and in 
the 1540s here in California.

It is the story not of colonial settlement and political and 
economic opportunity. It is the story of exploration and 
evangelization. This story is not Anglo-Protestant but His-
panic-Catholic. It is centered, not in New England but in 
Nueva España – New Spain – at opposite corners of the 
continent.

From this story we learn that before this land had a name 
its inhabitants were being baptized in the name of Jesus 
Christ. The people of this land were called Christians be-
fore they were called Americans. And they were called 
this name in the Spanish, French and English tongues.

From this history, we learn that long before the Boston 
Tea Party, Catholic missionaries were celebrating the 
holy Mass on the soil of this continent. Catholics founded 
America’s oldest settlement, in St Augustine, Florida, in 
1565. Immigrant missionaries were naming this conti-
nent’s rivers and mountains and territories for saints, sac-
raments and articles of the faith.
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lish… that in his good time all of this New World may be 
converted to his holy Catholic faith”.

This is the real reason for America, when we consider our 
history in light of God’s plan for the nations. America is 
intended to be a place of encounter with the living Jesus 
Christ. This was the motivation of the missionaries who 
came here first. America’s national character and spirit 
are deeply marked by the Gospel values they brought to 
this land. These values are what make the founding docu-
ments of our government so special.

Although founded by Christians, America has become 
home to an amazing diversity of cultures, religions and 
ways of life. This diversity flourishes precisely because 
our nation’s founders had a Christian vision of the human 
person, freedom, and truth.

The American creed

G. K. Chesterton said famously that “America is the only 
nation in the world that is founded on a creed”. And that 
“creed”, as he recognized, is fundamentally Christian. It is 
the basic American belief that all men and women are 
created equal – with God-given rights to life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness.

Every other nation in history has been established on the 
basis of common territory and ethnicity – the ties of land 
and kinship. America instead is based on this Christian 
ideal, on this creed that reflects the amazing universalism 
of the Gospel. As a result, we have always been a nation 
of nationalities. "E pluribus unum." One people made from 
peoples of many nations, races, and creeds.

Throughout our history, problems have always arisen 
when we have taken this American creed for granted. Or 
when we have tried to limit it in some way. That’s why it is 
essential that today we remember the missionary history 
of America – and rededicate ourselves to the vision of 
America’s founding “creed”.

When we forget our country’s roots in the Hispanic-
Catholic mission to the new world, we end up with dis-
torted ideas about our national identity. We end up with 
an idea that Americans are descended from only white 
Europeans and that our culture is based only on the indi-
vidualism, work ethic and rule of law that we inherited 
from our Anglo-Protestant forebears.

When that has happened in the past it has led to those 
episodes in our history that we are least proud of – the 
mistreatment of Native Americans; slavery; the recurring 
outbreaks of nativism and anti-Catholicism; the intern-
ment of Japanese Americans during World War ii; the 
misadventures of “manifest destiny”.

There are, of course, far more complicated causes behind 
these moments in our history. But at the root, I think we 
can see a common factor – a wrong-headed notion that 
“real Americans” are of some particular race, class, relig-
ion or ethnic background.

A new threat of nativism? 

I worry that in today’s political debates over immigration 
we are entering into a new period of nativism. The intel-
lectual justification for this new nativism was set out a few 
years ago in an influential book by the late Samuel Hunt-
ington of Harvard, called "Who Are We?". He made a lot 
of sophisticated-sounding arguments, but his basic argu-
ment was that American identity and culture are threat-
ened by Mexican immigration.

Authentic American identity “was the product of the dis-
tinct Anglo-Protestant culture of the founding settlers of 
America in the 17th and 18th centuries”, according to 
Huntington. By contrast, Mexicans’ values are rooted in a 
fundamentally incompatible “culture of Catholicism” 
which, Huntington argued, does not value self-initiative or 
the work ethic, and instead encourages passivity and an 
acceptance of poverty.

These are old and familiar nativist claims, and they are 
easy to discredit. One could point to the glorious legacy of 
Hispanic literature and art, or to Mexican-Americans’ and 
Hispanic-Americans’ accomplishments in business, gov-
ernment, medicine and other areas. Unfortunately, today 
we hear ideas like Huntington’s being repeated on cable 
TV and talk radio – and sometimes even by some of our 
political leaders.

There is no denying significant differences between His-
panic-Catholic and Anglo-Protestant cultural assumptions. 
This kind of bigoted thinking stems from an incomplete 
understanding of American history. Historically, both cul-
tures have a rightful claim to a place in our national “story” 
– and in the formation of an authentic American identity 
and national character.

Toward a new patriotism 

I believe American Catholics have a special duty today to 
be the guardians of the truth about the American spirit 
and our national identity. I believe it falls to us to be wit-
nesses to a new kind of American patriotism.

We are called to bring out all that is noble in the American 
spirit. We are also called to challenge those who would 
diminish or “downsize” America’s true identity. Since I 
came to California, I have been thinking a lot about Bl. 

Immigration
(Continued from previous page)

(Continued on next page)
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In a collection of essays by former Marxists called The 
God That Failed, poet Stephen Spender drew attention 
to his own hypocrisy in the matter:

"When I saw photographs of children murdered by the 
Fascists, I felt furious pity. When the supporters of 
Franco talked of Red atrocities, I merely felt indignant 
that people should tell such lies. In the first case I saw 
corpses; in the second only words. I gradually acquired 
a certain horror of the way in which my own mind 
worked. It was clear to me that unless I cared about 
every murdered child impartially, I did not really care 
about children being murdered at all."

Junípero Serra, the Franciscan immigrant who came from 
Spain via Mexico to evangelize this great state.

Bl. Junípero loved the native peoples of this continent. He 
learned their local languages, customs and beliefs. He 
translated the Gospel and the prayers and teachings of 
the faith so that everyone could hear the mighty works of 
God in their own native tongue! He used to trace the sign 
of the cross on people’s foreheads and say to them, Amar 
a Dios! Love God!

This is a good way to understand our duty as Catholics in 
our culture today. We need to find a way to “translate” the 
Gospel of love for the people of our times. We need to 
remind our brothers and sisters of the truths taught by Bl. 
Junípero and his brother missionaries. That we are all 
children of the same Father in heaven. That our Father in 
heaven does not make some nationalities or racial groups 
to be “inferior” or less worthy of his blessings.

Catholics need to lead our country to a new spirit of em-
pathy. We need to help our brothers and sisters to start 
seeing the strangers among us for who they truly are –
and not according to political or ideological categories or 
definitions rooted in our own fears.

This is difficult, I know. I know it is a particular challenge 
to see the humanity of those immigrants who are here 
illegally. But the truth is that very few people “choose” to 
leave their homelands. Emigration is almost always 
forced upon people by the dire conditions they face in 
their lives.

Most of the men and women who are living in America 
without proper documentation have traveled hundreds 
even thousands of miles. They have left everything be-
hind, risked their safety and their lives. They have done 
this, not for their own comfort or selfish interests. They 
have done this to feed their loved ones. To be good moth-
ers and fathers. To be loving sons and daughters.

These immigrants – no matter how they came here – are 
people of energy and aspiration. They are people who are 
not afraid of hard work or sacrifice. They are nothing like 
the people Prof. Huntington and others are describing! 
These men and women have courage and the other vir-
tues. The vast majority of them believe in Jesus Christ 
and love our Catholic Church, They share traditional 
American values of faith, family and community.

Immigration and American renewal 

This is why I believe our immigrant brothers and sisters 
are the key to American renewal. And we all know that 

America is in need of renewal – economic and political, 
but also spiritual, moral and cultural renewal. I believe 
these men and women who are coming to this country will 
bring a new, youthful entrepreneurial spirit of hard work to 
our economy. I also believe they will help renew the soul 
of America.

In his last book, "Memory and Identity," written the year 
he died, Bl. John Paul II said: “The history of all nations is 
called to take its place in the history of salvation”. We 
must look at immigration in the context of America’s need 
for renewal. And we need to consider both immigration 
and American renewal in light of God’s plan for salvation 
and the history of the nations.

The promise of America is that we can be one nation 
where men and women from every race, creed and na-
tional background may live as brothers and sisters. Each 
one of us is a child of that promise. If we trace the gene-
alogies of almost everyone in America, the lines of de-
scent will lead us out beyond our borders to some foreign 
land where each of our ancestors originally came from.

This inheritance comes to American Catholics now as a 
gift and as a duty. We are called to make our own contri-
butions to this nation – through the way we live our faith in 
Jesus Christ as citizens. Our history shows us that Amer-
ica was born from the Church’s mission to the nations. 
The “next America” will be determined by the choices we 
make as Christian disciples and as American citizens. By 
our attitudes and actions, by the decisions we make, we 
are writing the next chapters of our American story.

May Our Lady of Guadalupe, the Mother of the Americas, 
obtain for us the courage we need to do what our good 
Lord requires.

This article was originally presented to The Napa Institute. 
By Archbishop Gomez of Los Angeles. This edition is 

from Chiesa Online (Link)

Immigration
(Continued from previous page)

http://www.napa-institute.org/news/watch-archbishop-jose-gomezs-talk-at-the-2011-conference/
http://chiesa.espresso.repubblica.it/articolo/1349407?eng=y
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From Dominican Liturgy, http://dominican-liturgy.blogspot.com

Additional Resources

Third Edition of the Roman Missal

 USCCB (Link)

 Midwest Theological Forum (Link)

 Magnificat  (Link)

 Catholic Book Publishing Company (Link) 

 Liturgy Training Publications  (Link)

 Liturgical Press  (Link)

 World Library Publications (Link)

 The Internet Archive, digital books online (Link)

- Dominican Supplies
 Orders for Dominican supplies—call Claire Rogus, 

(650) 570-7835

Defending Freedom

Religious liberty is not merely one right among others, 
but enjoys a certain primacy. As the Holy Father, Pope 
Benedict XVI recently explained: “It is indeed the first of 
human rights, not only because it was historically the first 
to be recognized but also because it touches the consti-
tutive dimension of man, his relation with his Crea-
tor.” (Pope Benedict XVI, Address to Diplomatic Corps, 
10 Jan. 2011.) The late Pope John Paul II taught that 
“the most fundamental human freedom [is] that of prac-
ticing one’s faith openly, which for human beings is their 
reason for living.”  (Pope John Paul II, Address to Diplo-
matic Corps, 13 Jan. 1996, No. 9.) Not coincidentally, 
religious liberty is first on the list in the Bill of Rights, the 
charter of our Nation’s most cherished and fundamental 
freedoms. The First Amendment begins: “Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof….” It is commonly, 
and with justice, called our “First Freedom.”

Religious liberty is also prior to the state itself. It is not 
merely a privilege that the government grants us and so 
may take away at will. Instead, religious liberty is inher-
ent in our very humanity, hard-wired into each and every 
one of us by our Creator. Thus government has a peren-
nial obligation to acknowledge and protect religious lib-
erty as fundamental, no matter the moral and political 
trends of the moment. This insight as well is reflected in 
the laws and traditions of our country from its very incep-
tion. The Declaration of Independence boldly proclaimed 
as a self-evident truth that our inalienable rights are 
“endowed by our Creator”—not by the State.

Most Reverend William E. Lori
Bishop of Bridgeport

On behalf of the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops

Before the Judiciary Committee of the
United States House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on the Constitution (Link)

http://dominican-liturgy.blogspot.com
http://old.usccb.org/romanmissal/
http://www.theologicalforum.org/product.asp?ci=&pi=432
http://www.magnificat.net/romanmissal/index.asp
http://www.catholicbookpublishing.com/ShowProduct.aspx?ProductID=850&DepartmentID=146&AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
http://revisedromanmissal.org/
http://www.litpress.org/Features.aspx?ID=152&gclid=CKqw3M6jnawCFQRShwod8VlA_A
http://www.wlp.jspaluch.com/12166.htm
http://www.archive.org/details/texts
http://www.catholicmaine.com/?p=19340
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Erasmus described him as a man of most exquisite judg-
ment both in Greek and Latin literature, but at the same 
time of incredible modesty and of sweet and joyful man-
ner. B. Thomas More, who had been educated with him, 
declared that “the world scarce contained any one of 
greater learning, prudence, or goodness.” Yet he failed 
where More stood firm, and under Henry VIII took the 
oath of Supremacy, and defended himself to Pole on the 
ground that the Pope s supremacy was not so certain a 
matter as to die for. Pole replied, "Your friends Fisher and 
More were of not so vile a mind as not to know why they 
died. God send you a livelier spirit in His honor." He 
atoned, how ever, for his weakness under Edward VI by 
his opposition to the new Protestantism, and was sent to 
the Tower. Restored to his See of Durham under Mary, 
and strengthened and pardoned by the blessing of Christ 
s vicar, he ardently repaired the havoc caused by schism 
in his diocese. Summoned by Elizabeth to take the oath, 
he refused, and on his arrival in London, after a week s 
journey, was deposed, and died imprisoned under Clark 
at the age of eighty five, November 18, 1559,

"To depart from iniquity pleaseth the Lord,
and to depart from injustice is an entreaty for
sin." ECCLUS. 35:8 

Mementoes of The English Martyrs and Confessors, 
Henry Sebastian Bowden of The Oratory, 1910

Lifelong Repentance
Bp Tunstall of Durham, 1559

The Crown of the Aventine 

The first documentary of Kindly Light, a media division of 
the Dominican Fathers, Province of Saint Joseph, is now 
available.

A short form documentary featuring Father Allan White, 
O.P., who gives us an in depth tour of the Basilica of 
Santa Sabina, the Dominican Mother House in Rome, its 
connection with the order's founder, St. Dominic, and its 
place in the spiritual lives of saints past and present. 

The Crown of the Aventine may be ordered at
https://www.createspace.com/320139

Sr. Evangeline (aka Mary Kate Suprenant) 

On August 1st, Sr Evangeline advanced to the Novitiate 
of the Dominican Sisters of Mary, Mother of the Eucharist. 
She  was featured in the Sept 2010 issue of Truth Be 
Told.

https://www.createspace.com/320139
http://www.kindlylight.org/
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In 1307 A.D., the anti-unionist Byzantine emperor An-
dronicus II expelled the “Freroi” (Friars, both Franciscan 
and Dominican) from Constantinople at the behest of the 
patriarch Athanasius who was outraged with the success 
of their “propaganda” with intellectuals sympathetic to 
Unity with the Roman Church. The Dominicans fled to join 
their brethren at the outskirts of Constantinople, the Ge-
noese quarter at Pera-Galata founded in 1299 A.D. There 
a number of impressive Dominicans were to make their 
house a center of theological activity seeking to further 
the Reunion of the Churches. One of the Friars there was 
Fr. Simon born of Latin parents but who had received his 
initial formation as a Friar preacher in the Dominican 
monastery at Constantinople. He would become known 
as “the Greek friar”  “qui satis erat imbutus scientia 
graeca magis etiam quam, latina”i.e., better versed in 
“Greek theological science than in Latin”. 

When the Dominican monastery at Constantinople was 
dissolved in 1261 A.D. by an earlier Emperor, Michael 
VIII, Fr. Simon sought refuge with his brethren at the Con-
vent of Euripos (Negrepont). There he lived for 38 years 
(from 1261-1299) engaging in some fascinating and irenic 
epistolary correspondence with such important Byzantine 
personalities as the Emperor Andronicos II, the  Great 
Rhetor Manuel Holobolos, John the Nomophylax, and the 
hiero-monk Sophonias. He would have amicable relations 
with the Byzantine intellectual elite. He would live another 
25 years (into his nineties) upon returning to the Domini-
can house in Pera-Galata. There he helped form Latin 
novices in Greek letters and culture. His controversial 
writings were in Greek and he typically took care to cite 
only Greek sources. Some of his letters have been lost 
while others are unedited and deserving of an English 
translation by some budding Dominican scholar. It re-

mained for the distinguished Byzantinist and historian 
Marie-Helene Congourdeau to attract modern attention to 
“Fr. Simon the Constantinopolitan” (that is how he signed 
his letters) and to his literary work for the Reunion of the 
Churches. [Her article in Revue des Etudes Byzantines 
45, 1987-p. 165-174, is the key source for this brief com-
mentary on a Dominican who should be better known].

Fr. Simon the Constantinopolitan was a contemporary of 
St. Thomas and the unionist patriarch of Constantinople, 
John Veccus, both of whom had to deal with the necessity 
of defending the Catholic doctrine of the Procession of the 
Holy Spirit that was opposed by most Byzantines and 
used to justify their breaking of communion with Rome. 
As was noted in a previous issue, St. Thomas' “Contra 
errores Graecorum” became the fountainhead of Latin 
polemics against those Byzantines who clung slavishly to 
the 9th century Photius's attacks on the “Filioque”. Seven 
of Fr. Simon's letters engaged in demonstrating the Pro-
cession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son 
and to show how the authentic tradition of the Greek Fa-
thers supported it. He followed the precedent of 
St.Thomas' “Contra errores Graecorum” in seeking to 
demonstrate the Catholic doctrine from Greek sources.  
He provided important documentation drawn from the 
writings of the Greek Fathers, the seven Ecumenical 
Councils, and liturgical hymns and other texts that reveal 
Fr. Simon's possessing a knowledge of the Byzantine 
tradition superior to that of St. Thomas or the Dominicans 
who came from the West. This unique documentation 
once translated would prove of great value to modern 
theologians. The renowned 17th c. erudit and specialist on 
the Greek Church, Leon Allatius, was to write that he had 
found nothing clearer on the problem of the addition of the 
“Filioque” to the Symbol of Faith: “Non puto inveniri in tota 

A  Greek Dominican: Simon the Constantinopolitan. O.P. 
(c. 1235- 1325)
James Likoudis

Continued on next page)

Peace to Men

The angels promised peace “to men of good will.” Our will is “good” when it is upright, docile, and resolute. It is upright
when it is sincerely and entirely oriented toward good; docile, when it is always ready to follow every indication of God’s 
will; resolute, when it is prompt to adhere to the will of God, even though difficulties and obstacles arise, and sacrifices 
are required. The Lord is continually urging us to generosity and abnegation in all the circumstances of life, even the 
smallest ones. We must give ourselves to God without hesitation, certain that if God asks anything of us He will also 
give us the strength to carry out His wishes. Such was the conduct of the shepherds; as soon as they heard the mes-
sage of the angel, they left all, their flocks and their rest, and “came with haste [to Bethlehem] where they found … the 
Infant lying in the manger” (Lk 2:16). They were the first to find Jesus and to taste His peace.

O Immaculate Virgin, I am so reluctant, indolent, and miserly in giving myself to God, so immersed in the things of 
earth! Teach me how pure my heart ought to be, so that it will never refuse anything to the Lord, and will always be able 
to repeat with you my sweet, prompt “fiat”.

Divine Intimacy, Fr. Gabriel of St. Mary Magdalen O.C.D.
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Cardinal Piacenza: Certainly, and -- as everyone knows --
the question was clearly confronted by both Paul VI and 
Blessed John Paul II and, the latter, with the Apostolic 
Letter "Ordinatio Sacerdotalis" of 1994 definitively closed 
the question. Indeed there it is stated: "Wherefore, in or-
der that all doubt may be removed regarding a matter of 
great importance, a matter which pertains to the Church's 
divine constitution itself, in virtue of my ministry of con-
firming the brethren (cf. Lk 22:32) I declare that the 
Church has no authority whatsoever to confer priestly or-
dination on women and that this judgment is to be defini-
tively held by all the Church's faithful." Some, grasping at 
straws, have spoken since then of a "relative definitive-
ness" of the doctrine, but frankly, the thesis is so odd as 
to lack any foundation.

ZENIT: So, is there no place for women in the Church?

Cardinal Piacenza: On the contrary, women have a most 
important place in the ecclesial Body and they could have 
one that is even more evident. The Church is founded by 
Christ and we human beings cannot decide on its form; 

antiquitate clarius”. Other polemicists such as Fr. Philip of 
Pera (the friend of the noted Byzantine lay theologian De-
metrios Kydones), Fr. John de Fontibus, and Fr. Guil-
laume Bernard de Gaillac (founder of the Dominican 
houses at Constantinople and Pera-Galata, and author of 
two Latin “Tracts against the objections of the Greeks 
concerning the Procession of the Holy Spirit” - also worth 
translating), show an indebtedness to Fr. Simon for some 
of their argumentation. Fr. Simon's patient correspon-
dence with the learned hiero-monk Sophonias who had 
submitted to him 70 anti-Latin grievances would not be in 
vain. Sophonias would become a Catholic and “suffer per-
secution by his fellow monks for his confession of the Ro-
man faith”. 

It is interesting that in his defense of the Roman Primacy 
and the Roman Pontiff's right to add the “Filioque” to the 
Creed in Latin, Fr. Simon uses an interesting liturgical 
argument. To the Greeks who protested that the Latins 
confessed a doctrine (not found in the 381 A.D. Creed of 
Nicene-Constantinople, i.e., the “Filioque”), Fr. Simon re-
plied that the perpetual virginity of the Mother of God is 
not found there either, but is certainly a truth of faith en-

(Continued on next page)

shrined in the Divine Liturgy. From the Acts of the Sev-
enth Ecumenical Council (787), he declared the identity in 
meaning of the “ex filio” (“from the Son”) of the Latins and 
the “per filium” (“through the Son”) of the Greeks, prepar-
ing the way for the dogmatic teaching concerning the 
“Filioque” by the great Reunion Council of Florence 
(1439).   

The long career of Fr. Simon the Constantinopolitan in the 
service of the Church and the Dominican Order and in the 
heart of Byzantium gives readers an insight into one of 
the most interesting personalities of the 14th century la-
boring for the Catholic Unity of the Body of Christ. 

Readers interested in the translation of St.Thomas' 
“Contra errores Graecorum” will find it available in my 
“Ending the Byzantine Greek Schism”. An in-depth treat-
ment of St. Thomas' treatment of the Roman Primacy and 
the Procession of the Holy Spirit may be found in my “The 
Divine Primacy of the Bishop of Rome and Modern East-
ern Orthodoxy: Letters to a Greek Orthodox on the Unity 
of the Church”. Both books can be ordered from James 
Likoudis, P.O. Box 852, Montour Falls, N.Y. 14865 

Greek Dominican
(Continued from previous page)

ZENIT: Your Eminence, over the past decades, with sur-
prising regularity, the same set of ecclesial questions re-
surface in public debate like clockwork. How can we ex-
plain this?

Cardinal Piacenza: There have always been in the history 
of the Church "centrifugal movements," attempts to 
"normalize" the extraordinary Event of Christ and of his 
Living Body in history, the Church. A "normalized Church" 
would lose all of its prophetic force; she would no longer 
say anything to man and to the world and, in fact, she 
would betray her Lord. The major difference in the con-
temporary age is media-related and, at the same time, 
doctrinal.

Doctrinally, there is an effort to justify sin, not entrusting 
oneself to mercy, but trusting in a dangerous autonomy 
that has the odor of practical atheism. With regard to the 
media, in recent decades, the physiological "centrifugal 
forces" receive attention and inappropriate amplification 
from the media, which in a certain way, lives on conflict.

ZENIT: Is women's ordination to be understood as a doc-
trinal question?

Service and Unity
Cardinal Piacenza, Prefect of the Congregation for the Clergy  
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(Continued on next page)

but always the outcome of a long process, listening to the 
Holy Spirit and the precious contributions of many people. 
First of all the bishops and bishops' conferences of the 
world. Collegiality is not a socio-historical concept, but 
derives from the common Eucharist, from the "affectus" 
that is born from taking the one Bread and from living the 
one faith; from being united to Christ: Way, Truth and Life; 
and Christ is the same yesterday, today and forever!

ZENIT: Doesn't Rome have too much power?

Cardinal Piacenza: To say "Rome" is simply to say 
"catholicity" and "collegiality." Rome is the city chosen by 
providence as the place of the martyrdom of the Apostles 
Peter and Paul and communion with this Church has al-
ways historically meant communion with the universal 
Church, unity, mission and doctrinal certainty. Rome is at 
the service of all the Churches, she loves all the 
Churches and, not infrequently, she protects the 
Churches most threatened by the power of the world and 
of governments who are not completely respectful of that 
inalienable human and natural right that is freedom of re-
ligion. 

The Church must be seen from the perspective of the 
dogmatic constitution of Vatican Council II "Lumen Gen-
tium," obviously including the note attached to the docu-
ment. There the early Church is described, the Church of 
the Fathers, the Church of all ages, which is our Church 
of today, without discontinuity; which is the Church of 
Christ. Rome is called to preside in Charity and in Truth, 
the sole sources of authentic Christian peace. The 
Church's unity is not compromise with the world and its 
mentality, rather it is the result, given by Christ, of our fi-
delity to truth and to charity that we will be capable of liv-
ing. 

I think that it is indicative, in this regard, that today only 
the Church, as no other, defends man and his reason, his 
capacity to know the real and to enter into relationship 
with it, in sum man in his totality. Rome is at the service of 
the whole Church of God that is in the world and that is an 
"open window" on the world. A window that gives a voice 
to all those who do not have a voice, that calls everyone 
to a continual conversion and through this contributes --
often in silence and in suffering, paying the price herself, 
even being unpopular -- to building a better world, the 
civilization of love.

ZENIT: Doesn't this role that Rome plays hinder unity and 
ecumenism?

Cardinal Piacenza: On the contrary, it is their necessary 
presupposition. Ecumenism is a priority for the life of the 
Church and it is an absolute exigency that flows from the 

therefore the hierarchical constitution is linked to the min-
isterial priesthood, which is reserved to men. But there is 
absolutely nothing to prevent the valuing of the feminine 
genius is roles that are not linked with the exercise of 
Holy Orders. Who would stop, for example, a great 
woman economist from being head of the administration 
of the Holy See? Who would prevent a competent woman 
journalist from being the spokesman of the Vatican press 
office? The examples could be multiplied for all the offices 
that are not connected with Holy Orders. There are tasks 
in which the feminine genius could make a specific contri-
bution! 

It is another thing to think of service as power and try, as 
the world does, to meet the quota for this power. I main-
tain, furthermore, that the devaluation of the great mys-
tery of maternity, which has been the modus operandi of 
the dominant culture, has a related role in the general 
disorientation of women. The ideology of profit has 
stooped to the instrumentalization of women, not recog-
nizing the greatest contribution that -- incontrovertibly --
they can make to society and to the world. 

Also, the Church is not a political government in which it 
is right to demand adequate representation. The Church 
is something quite different; the Church is the Body of 
Christ and, in her, each one is a part according to what 
Christ established. Moreover, in the Church it is not a 
question of masculine and feminine roles but rather of 
roles that by divine will do or do not entail ordination. 
Whatever a layman can do, so can a laywoman. What is 
important is having the specific and proper formation, 
then being a man or a woman does not matter.

ZENIT: But can someone really participate in the life of 
the Church without having effective power and responsi-
bility?

Cardinal Piacenza: Who said that participation in the life 
of the Church is a question of power? If this were the 
case, we would unmask the real equivocation in conceiv-
ing the Church herself not as she is -- human and divine -
- but simply as one of the many human associations, 
maybe the greatest and most noble, given her history; 
she would then have to be "administered" by a division of 
power. Nothing is further from reality! The hierarchy in the 
Church, besides being of divine institution, is always to be 
understood as a service to communion. Only an equivo-
cation, historically stemming from the experience of dicta-
torships, could make one think of the ecclesiastical hierar-
chy as an exercise in "absolute power." This is known to 
be false by those who, every day, are called to assist the 
Pope in his personal responsibility for the universal 
Church! So many and such are the mediations, the con-
sultations, the expressions of real collegiality that practi-
cally no act of governance is the fruit of an individual will, 

Unity
(Continued from previous page)
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prayer itself of the Lord: "Ut unum sint," which becomes 
for every true Christian the "commandment of unity." In 
sincere prayer and in the spirit of continual interior con-
version, in fidelity to one's own identity and in the com-
mon striving for the perfect charity bestowed by God, it is 
necessary to commit oneself with conviction to seeing to it 
that there are no setbacks on the journey of the ecumeni-
cal movement. The world needs our unity; it is therefore 
urgent that we continue to engage in the dialogue of faith 
with all our Christian brothers, so that Christ be a leaven 
in society. It is also urgent that we work together with non-
Christians, that is, in intercultural dialogue to contribute 
together to the building of a better world, collaborating in 
good works and making a new and more human society 
possible. Even in that task Rome has a unique role of pro-
pulsion. There is no time for division; our time and ener-
gies must be spent in seeking unity.

ZENIT: Who are the priests in this Catholic Church and 
what is their role?

Cardinal Piacenza: They are not social workers and even 
less are they functionaries of God! The identity crisis is 
especially acute in the more secularized contexts in which 
it seems that there is no space for God. But priests are 
what they have always been; they are always what Christ 
wanted them to be! The priestly identity is Christocentric 
and therefore Eucharistic. It is Christocentric because, as 
the Holy Father has recalled many times, in the ministerial 
priesthood "Christ draws us into himself," involving him-
self with us and involving us in his own existence. This 
"real" attraction happens sacramentally, and so in an ob-
jective and unsurpassable manner, in the Eucharist -- of 
which priests are ministers, that is servants and effective 
instruments.

ZENIT: But is the law of celibacy so absolute? Can it 
really not be changed?

Cardinal Piacenza: It is not a mere law! The law is the 
consequence of a much higher reality that is grasped only 
in a living relationship with Christ. Jesus says: "He who 
understands, must understand." Holy celibacy is never 
something to progress beyond, rather it is always new, in 
the sense that, even through it, the life of the priest is 
"renewed," because it is always given, in a fidelity that 
has its root in God and its fruition in the blossoming of 
human freedom.

The true problem is in the contemporary inability to make 
definitive choices, in the dramatic reduction of human 
freedom that has become so fragile as not to pursue the 
good, not even when it is recognized and intuited as a 
possibility for one's own existence. Celibacy is not the 
problem, nor can the infidelity and weakness of certain 
priests be the criterion of judgment. Statistics tell us that 

(Continued on next page)

more than 40% of marriages fail. But 2% of priests fail in 
celibacy, so the solution would not be in making holy celi-
bacy optional. Should we not instead stop interpreting 
freedom as the "absence of ties" and of definitiveness, 
and begin to discover that the true realization of human 
felicity consists precisely in the definitiveness of the gift to 
the other and to God?

ZENIT: What about vocations? Would they not increase if 
celibacy were abolished?

Cardinal Piacenza: No! The Christian confessions in 
which, because there is no ordained priesthood, there is 
no doctrine and discipline of celibacy, find themselves in a 
state of deep crisis regarding "vocations" to the leader-
ship of the community. There is also a crisis in the sacra-
ment of marriage as one and indissoluble.

The crisis from which, in reality, we are slowly emerging, 
is linked, fundamentally, to the crisis of faith in the West. It 
is in making faith grow that we must be engaged. This is 
the point. In the same spheres the sanctification of the 
feast is in crisis, confession is in crisis, marriage is in cri-
sis, etc…

Secularization and the consequent loss of the sense of 
the sacred, of faith and its practice have brought about 
and continue to bring about a diminution in the number of 
candidates to the priesthood. Along with these distinc-
tively theological and ecclesial causes, there are also 
some of a sociological character: first of all, the evident 
decline in births, with the consequent diminution in the 
number of young men and, thus, also of priestly voca-
tions. This too is a factor that cannot be ignored. Every-
thing is connected. Sometimes the premises are laid 
down and then one does not want to accept the conse-
quences, but these are inevitable.

The first and undeniable remedy for the drop in vocations 
Jesus himself suggested: "Pray that the Lord of the har-
vest will send workers into the harvest" (Matthew 9:38). 
This is the realism of pastoral work in vocations. Prayer 
for vocations, an intense, universal, widespread network 
of prayer and Eucharistic adoration that envelops the 
whole world, is the only possible answer to the crisis of 
the acceptance of vocations. Wherever such a prayerful 
attitude has a stable existence, one sees that a real turn-
around is occurring. It is fundamental to watch over the 
identity and specificity in ecclesial life of priests, religious 
(in the uniqueness of the foundational charisms of the 
order to which they belong) and faithful laity, so that each 
may truly, in freedom, understand and welcome the voca-
tion that God has in mind for him. But everyone must be 
himself and must work every day more and more to be-
come what he is.

Unity
(Continued from previous page)
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The believer knows that He is the Way, the Truth, the Life 
and not just "a" way, "a" truth, "a" life. This is why the key 
to the mission in our society is in the courage of truth at 
the cost of insults and scorn; it is this courage that is one 
with love, with pastoral charity, which must be recovered 
and that makes the Christian vocation more attractive to-
day than ever. I would like to cite the words in which the 
Council of the Evangelical Church summed up its pro-
gram in Stuttgart in 1945: "To proclaim with more cour-
age, to pray with more confidence, to believe with more 
joy, to love with more passion."

Zenit.org, Sept 18, 2011, by Antonio Gaspari (Link)

ZENIT: Your Eminence, in this moment in history how 
would you sum things up?

Cardinal Piacenza: Our project must not be to stay afloat 
at all costs, to desire the applause of public opinion: We 
must only serve our neighbor, whoever he is, out of love 
and with the love of our God, remembering that only Je-
sus is the Savior. We must let him pass, speak, act 
through our poor persons and our daily work. We must 
not put ourselves forward but him. We must not be fright-
ened in the face of situations, not even the worst. The 
Lord is also aboard the Barque of Peter even if he seems 
to be sleeping; he is here! We must act with energy, as if 
everything depended on us but with the peace of those 
who know that everything depends on the Lord. There-
fore, we must remember that the name of love in time is 
"fidelity"!

(Continued on next page)

Communion Under Both Species — the Madison Diocese
Bp Robert Morlino

Urgent and Important
10 October 2011
Dear Brother Priests,

As I stated at the Presbyteral Assembly, and as I clarified 
in a letter to all of you, my chief intention in considering 
specific points in the liturgy, is simply to encourage 
throughout the diocese, a greater sense of reverence and 
a real truthfulness in what we say and do at the Mass. I 
still plan to send you some bullet points with regard to 
specific matters we discussed, but one individual point 
seems already to have drawn attention, and so I feel I 
must send and make public this letter to assist all of us in 
our teaching office.

There can be no doubt that the need for catechesis ex-
ists. There is also little doubt that some of these matters 
can be difficult to catechize. Without my issuing any pub-
lic instruction other than a letter confirming my personal 
request to you to teach your people according to the Gen-
eral Instruction of the Roman Missal, the “blogosphere,” 
has begun speculation and, perhaps, innuendo that I 
have decreed communion under both species should be 
completely done away with. You and I both know, no such 
decree has been, or will be made. As you know, and as I 
hope you are telling those who wonder, all I’ve done is to 
ask you patiently, prudently, and practically, to begin in-
structing your people according to the Roman Missal and 
implementing the General Instruction.

Since there seems to be some confusion with regard to 
what the GIRM says, I’ll remind you that you can order 
the document on-line from the USCCB Office of Liturgy 
(making certain that it’s the third edition). Here, however 
I’ll mention a few germane points from the document and, 
specifically, from the “Norms for the Distribution and Re-
ception of Holy Communion under Both Kinds in the Dio-
ceses of the United States of America (Norms),” which 
the USCCB document includes.

We’ll first go back as far as the Document of the Second 
Vatican Council, Sacrosanctum Concilium, which states:

“The dogmatic principles which were laid down by the 
Council of Trent remaining intact, Communion under both 
kinds may be granted when the bishops think fit, not only 
to clerics and religious, but also to the laity, in cases to be 
determined by the Apostolic See, as, for instance, to the 
newly ordained in the Mass of their sacred ordination, to 
the newly professed in the Mass of their religious profes-
sion, and to the newly baptized in the Mass which follows 
their baptism (SC, 55).”

Without here going into the “dogmatic principles laid down 
by the Council of Trent,” it is worth noting the examples 
that Vatican II considers when allowing communion under 
both kinds – newly ordained priests at their ordination, 
religious sisters and brothers at their profession, an those 
coming into the Church at their baptism and first commun-
ion. With these examples given by the Council for the dis-

Unity
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The clear light of God's word still searches even today 
the hearts of priests and people alike.

 Do we priests preach and live the message 
handed on to us by the apostles to the Church or do 
we change it and cause people to stumble? 

 And do you, the people of God, accept that mes-
sage from the Church without changing it, or make it 
into 'human thinking' and thereby cause it to lose its 
power? 

Fr John Speekman

As I’ve said, over and over again, and as you know well, 
this requires catechesis. So many do not understand the 
Eucharist as the memorial of Christ’s Sacrifice, his death 
and resurrection; nor the real presence of Christ, body, 
blood, soul, and divinity, under both species of bread and 
wine; nor the role of the ordinary and, if necessary, ex-
traordinary ministers of the Eucharist. Most of all (and this 
has been my point from the start) so many of our people 
do not understand the kinds of reverence due at all times 
to the sacrament, whether within the Eucharistic Liturgy or 
outside the celebration.

This gets back to the need for the new translation, and 
every point I’ve attempted to make. What we say and do 
at the Mass, and what we do before the Lord present in 
the tabernacle matters.

Thus, I cannot in good conscience, allow us to go forward 
without addressing these matters. That’s specifically what 
I’ve asked you to do. Please help your people to know 
and understand the beautiful gift we have in the Eucha-
rist, to know our obligations of preparing for reception of 
the Sacrament, both in terms of our preparation through 
the Sacrament of Confession, our observance of the pre-
communion fast, our attending to our attire as best we 
can, and the like. Please help them to know of Christ’s 
presence, fully and entirely in the Sacred Host. Our peo-
ple know well, the aspect of the Mass which is the Sacred 
banquet, but help them to know the Eucharist at the Me-
morial of Christ’s loving Sacrifice for them. Help them to 
understand your role in laying down your own life as the 
minister of Christ’s Body and Blood, present in the Host.

Christ offers Himself, whole and entire, Body, Blood, Soul 
and Divinity at every Mass to every woman and man who 
is prepared to receive Him. At the end of the day, our goal 
should be to help every, man, woman and child really to 
understand this, in a profound and life-changing way. If 
we recognized the gift that we already have, what an im-
pact that would make upon us and upon the world! So, let 
us tell out this Good News!

Most Rev. Robert C. Morlino
Bishop of Madison

tribution of Communion under both species, it would be 
hard to argue that Vatican II envisioned communion under 
both forms every week.

Now, with the issuance of the Roman Missal, the Church 
gets more specific in matters such as these (thus the 
General Instruction which we are presently using as our 
guide). The Missal goes further than the Vatican II docu-
ment, instructing that the Chrism Mass and Corpus Christi 
would be good occasions for distributing Communion un-
der both species, as might be the distribution to wedding 
couples at their marriage, to children receiving their First 
Communion, to Confirmation candidates at their Confir-
mation, to consecrated religious at their conventual Mass, 
to women and men on retreat, and to deacons and semi-
narians at any Mass. The document also allows the pas-
tor to choose certain other days, such as the patronal 
feast of the parish, to distribute under both forms, so long 
as the reasons are good and so long as all other condi-
tions are met. But it does warn pastors:

“In practice, the need to avoid obscuring the role of the 
Priest and the Deacon as the ordinary ministers of Holy 
Communion by an excessive use of extraordinary minis-
ters might in some circumstances constitute a reason ei-
ther for limiting the distribution of Holy Communion under 
both species…(Norms, 24)”

The Third Edition of the Roman Missal reinforces the right 
of bishops to make additional allowances for reception of 
Communion under both species, beyond that which the 
documents already mention:

“The Diocesan Bishop is also given the faculty to permit 
Communion under both kinds whenever it may seem ap-
propriate to the Priest to whom a community has been 
entrusted as its own shepherd, provided that the faithful 
have been well instructed and that there is no danger of 
profanation of the Sacrament or of the rite’s becoming 
difficult because of the large number of participants or for 
some other cause (Roman Missal, 283).”

This permission has been assumed, if not expressed di-
rectly in the past. I recognize this, and I understand fully 
that communion under both forms at every Mass has be-
come common practice at some parishes.

However, I have been told of, and have personally experi-
enced, the reality that the provision both that the faithful 
be well instructed and that there be no danger of profana-
tion of the Sacrament, is not being met. As such, while 
recognizing the need for patient, prudent and practical 
steps according to your individual parishes, I’ve asked 
you to move in this direction.

Communion
(Continued from previous page)
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Our formation study this academic year will begin with 
sharing "The New Wine of Dominican Spirituality" by Fr 
Paul Murray, OP, as a renewal of our understanding of 
and commitment to the Dominican way of life.  We have 
adopted the evil of human trafficking as our social justice 
outreach.  Human trafficking is an issue in a state with a 
Mexican border, across which come many individuals in-
volved in smuggling of people and drugs.  There are 
many actions that we can take in support of local organ-
ized groups against human trafficking.  One good website 
for more information:  http://www.polarisproject.org/.

Karen Woods, OP

Holy Rosary Chapter, Portland

For ongoing formation we have completed study of "Jesus 
of Nazareth" book one by Pope Benedict XVI.  We started 
"Jesus of Nazareth" book two and the study guide that 
goes with it at our October meeting and will be continuing 
it through May, 2012. Sandy Miller is leading our Ongo-
ing Formation and brings in additional material from a va-
riety of other sources to supplement our reading and dis-
cussion.

We are preparing for our annual Thanksgiving Basket 
apostolate. Once again, Cecelia Hoesly is heading up 
this venture and will be pulling in various other groups 
from Holy Rosary Parish to assist including St. Vincent 
DePaul and the Youth Group and Confirmation classes. 
The plan is to assemble and deliver the baskets on Nov. 
16-18th.

Welcome to Fr Vincent Kelber, OP, who will be our new 
Spiritual Director, pending authorization from the Prior 
Provincial. Fr. Vincent introduced himself and shared 
morning prayer with us at our October 23 meeting.

The new Pastor of Holy Rosary Parish, Fr Francis Le, 
OP also spoke with us at our October 23 meeting about 
an opportunity that will be coming up in a few months for 
the chapter to participate in evangelization and about an-
other vision he has for our chapter to consider: From 
January 2-28th, 2012 Fr. Antoninus Wall, OP will be re-
turning to Holy Rosary for his "Mission in the Mall" minis-
try at Lloyd Center shopping mall. On Monday through 
Friday during that time he will be present at Lloyd Center 
Mall in his habit and be available for anyone who wishes 
to speak with him. On Saturdays he will be at the mall 
operating a kiosk with religious goods to give away (Holy 
Cards, rosaries and various other items) and invites the 
Dominican Laity to assist him with this. There is a video 
on You Tube from the last time he was here. Go to You 
Tube and enter "Mission in the Mall, Portland, OR." to find 
it. The video includes Fr. Wall as well as some of our 

From the Chapters

St Mary Magdalene, Tempe

St. Mary Magdalene Chapter celebrated the life profes-
sions of Kitty Fritz and Tracy Randolph on November 5, 
2011, as well as first profession of Pat Mendivil and re-
newal of promises by Laura Burgis.  That same day, dur-
ing a morning of recollection, Lisa Armijo-Zorita, Carol 
Ann Piskoty, and Rachel Pollack were received.  

An Information Night was held on October 3, but no po-
tential inquirers attended.  The formation team knew of 
three interested individuals and have followed up with 
each of them before the formation year was scheduled to 
begin in November.  There had been some discussion 
about not having a first year formation group this year 
because the Newman Center, where we meet, is still in 
construction mode.  No new building has yet begun, and 
temporary quarters offer limited meeting spaces.  The 
formation team and council decided to have an Inquirers' 
group if the Holy Spirit sent candidates our way.  

Our Formation Director Michael Lieske was married on 
October 7 to Monica Deutsch at the Newman Center in a 
very Dominican-tinged Mass and ceremony.  Most of the 
chapter members were in attendance, wearing black and 
white, and the ring pillow featured a large Dominican 
cross.  Both are devoted to ballroom dancing and ended 
their wedding by dancing up the aisle.

On November 20, our chapter will take part in the IHELP 
program, as we do regularly throughout the year. We pre-
pare and serve a hot evening meal for about 40-45 home-
less people who receive temporary shelter at night 
through the efforts of the Interfaith Homeless Emergency 
Lodging Program. IHELP is a coordinated effort of about 
30 faith communities in Tempe that provide shelter on a 
rotating basis.  We're happy to have a place in it. 

(Continued on next page)

Dear Dominican brothers and sisters,

Thank you so much for your prayers during my battle 
with cancer.  From surgery on Good Friday to the last 
chemo therapy treatment on September 28, I heard from 
many of my brothers and sisters in the province and felt 
the strength of your support.  Tests before my final 
scheduled chemo therapy attested to the success of 
prayer and treatment.  My oncologist said that I've re-
sponded extraordinarily well to the treatment and no 
more will be required.   I thought I was in for a much 
longer haul -- what a lovely surprise!  

I'll have check-ups about every 6 weeks, but barring un-
foreseen (and what isn't??) recurrences, my immediate 
future consists of healing, regrowing hair, and regaining 
strength.  I am so very grateful for God's good care and 
also for yours.

Karen Woods, OP

http://www.polarisproject.org/.
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From the Chapters
(Continued from previous page)

chapter members including Jacquelyn Linville, Mary 
Fazio, Cecelia Hoesly and Mary Vaetz.

The other evangelization idea that Fr. Francis proposed 
for the chapter to consider to counteract Oregon's Death 
with Dignity law which legalizes assisted suicide is to 
open up a hospice to minister to people who otherwise 
might feel tempted to consider assisted suicide. He envi-
sions it to be a place of prayer and support for people 
who are experiencing terminal illnesses. Father acknowl-
edges that this is a big job to take on and would neces-
sarily need to draw on the skills of people outside our 
chapter and even people from outside the parish in order 
to succeed. He knows of people who have done this in 
other places that we can contact as resources to assist in 
the process.

Prayers are requested for the repose of the soul of prayer 
member Robert Golik who passed away on 9-22-11 and 
his family. Robert was received in April 1988 and made 
life profession in April 1992. Chapter members partici-
pated in his funeral and held suffrages for him on 10-1-11.

Prayers are also requested for our ill chapter members: 
Suzi King and her mother, Maria Lesniak who has a baby 
girl due in November, Jane Hoesly and John Fazio's fa-
ther, Jack Fazio.

Ms. Roberta Powell, O.P.

Holy Trinity, Phoenix

Holy Trinity Chapter held elections during their chapter 
meeting on 10/8/11.  Ms Sandy LaChance, OP was re-
elected as Formation Director, having completed one 
three-year term.  Mr Dennis Cook, OP was elected LPC 
representative, and Sandy LaChance was elected as the 
alternate.

Holy Trinity Chapter will be having its annual retreat Oct 
28-30, 2011 at Our Lady of Guadalupe Monastery in 
Phoenix.  Fr Dominic Briese OP will be coming from 
California to lead the retreat.  The theme of the retreat is 
to be using biblical figures to improve one's moral life.

Mr Brian White, OP

Bl Margaret of Castello, Boise

The little chapter of Bl. Margaret of Castello, Boise, Idaho, 
is both growing and maturing.  October is the month of 
professions, and this year three members were admitted 
to temporary profession -- including one new member 
who comes to us from another chapter -- and three more 
to perpetual profession.  Congratulations to the following 

Mike Turner, Stacia Adams, and Paul O’Leary make their perpetual 
professions before Prioress Kathleen Schuck and Formation Director 

Stephanie DeNinno

newly temporarily professed: Miss Otolia Chodynicka, 
OP (three years); Mrs Monica Uberruaga, OP (three 
years); Mr Maximilian Mohun, OP (one year).  Congratu-
lations to the following newly perpetually professed: Miss 
Stacia Adams, OP; Mr Paul O'Leary, OP; and Mr Mi-
chael Turner, OP.

The Bl. Margaret of Castello chapter also welcomes Fr 
Vincent Kelber, OP of Portland, Oregon, whom the prior 
provincial appointed this month to be our chaplain.  Mem-
bers of the chapter took turns visiting with Fr Kelber via 
SKYPE during the October chapter meeting, and we look 
forward to his thrice-yearly visits to Boise.  Help us to pray 
for more vocations to the Friars Preachers, so that, in the 
not-too-distant future, we may have resident friars in our 
diocese.

Finally, the chapter 
gives thanks for a 
signal grace it re-
ceived this month, 
namely,  the acquisi-
tion of a first-class 
relic of our patroness, 
Bl. Margaret.  The 
relic, a chip of bone, 
arrived from Rome 
early in October and 
now resides at our 
chapter house in 
Homedale.

Miss Anita Moore OP

(Continued on next page)
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Corpus Christi, Menlo Park

The Chapter attended the Diaconate Ordination of Br 
Emmanuel Taylor, OP on Saturday, September 17, 
2011. Mass was held at the Corpus Christi monastery 
chapel at 10:00 am and was celebrated by Oakland's 
Bishop Salvatore Cordileone and concelebrated by Fr 
Mark Padrez, OP, Prior Provincial, Fr Anthony 
Rosevear, OP, Master of Novices, Fr. Michael Fones 
OP, Master of Students and Fr Reginald Martin, OP, 
Prior of St. Albert’s Priory.  In his homily, Bishop Cor-
dileone explained that the order of deacon in a transitional 
state is a life toward the priesthood. Thus a deacon is 
more closely bound to the altar and identified with Christ, 
that is, people will now see something different - they will 
see a glimpse into the transcendent, into the face of 
Christ.  The bishop also thanked the Dominicans for the 
work of evangelization in this corner of the world. He es-
pecially considered the friars of the Province of the Holy 
Name of Jesus as a great blessing to the Church in the 
Bay Area.  Right after mass, we greeted Rev Emmanuel 
and extended our well wishes.  During the reception, we 
were able to visit with the bishop and enjoyed some light-
hearted conversation. He met old acquaintances, our Pri-
oress, Gloria Serpa who is a member of the Confraternity 
of Eucharistic Devotion of the Diocese of Oakland and 
Ellen Spencer, who was former Principal of St. Jarlath 
Catholic School in Oakland,  a school which faces closure 
due to the economic downturn.     

Charo Aguirre

From the Chapters
(Continued from previous page)

St Albert, Berkeley

The October meeting of the chapter continued our series 
on preparing to use the new Roman Missal.  Gloria Esca-
lona introduced the subject with the past history of mis-
sals through the centuries.  In October, Ellen Logue con-
tinued with a presentation on the Liturgy of the Word.  
The new missal expects the congregation not just to be 
present but to participate actively in the dialogue, led by 
the celebrant, with God. The examples all refer to a Sun-
day or holyday Mass since the daily Mass will follow the 
same liturgy but in a more simple way.

The dialogue begins as the celebrant enters and we all 
sing God's praises; this is followed by our acknowledge-
ment of our faults and sins as we say either the Confiteor 
or the Kyrie. Again, we speak to God as we sing the 
praises of God in the Gloria. God then speaks to us 
through the readings.  The celebrant then comments on 
the Scripture as he delivers the homily.  We speak again 
to God as the Prayers of the Faithful are prayed for the 
needs of the church, the world and those particular to the 
parish congregation.  
    
The Liturgy of the Word dialogue ends as the gifts are 
brought forward and the altar is prepared for the Liturgy of 
the Eucharist.

A Mass  of Healing and Remembrance will be celebrated 
on Saturday, 12 November, at 9:30.  Members who wish 
will be anointed and a list of those departed souls submit-
ted to our moderator, Gloria, will be read.  After Mass, we 
have our regular meeting.  Anne Regan will speak on the 
Liturgy of the Eucharist..

It is our hope that by studying carefully and hearing what 
and why the new missal offers, our members will be able 
to help others readily accept the changes and participate 
more actively in every liturgy. 

In December, we'll review how things have gone and also 
enjoy a Day of Reflection on the 3rd as Fr Reginald Mar-
tin, OP, Prior, leads us to a deeper understanding of the 
meaning of Advent.
    
Ellen Logue
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Contact Truth Be Told
mark.gross.op@gmail.com

3337 S. Minuteman Pl.
Boise, ID 83706

 Please notify by email if you would like to 
be added to the regular emailing list.

 There is no subscription fee.  
Truth Be Told is a bimonthly publication. It is released 
on or around the first bimonthly, by email and web 
(http://laydominicanswest.org/newsletter).  Deadline for 
contributions is one week before the end of the month 
(but preferably by the 15th of the prior month).

Editor – Mark Gross

Submissions to the Editor

Readers are encouraged to contribute letters or arti-
cles, in particular presentations made at chapter meet-
ings.  We cannot guarantee that all will be published, 
and we reserve the right to edit submissions.  The pur-
pose of sharing submissions is to pass on relevant in-
formation and suggestions for proclaiming the Good 
News of the Gospel according to the charism of St. 
Dominic, and in accord with the Catechism of the 
Catholic Church.  

Let us, then, not light the lamp by 
contemplation and action, only to put 
it under a bushel - that lamp, I mean, 
which is the enlightening word of 
knowledge - lest we be condemned 
for restricting by the letter the incom-
prehensible power of wisdom. Rather 
let us place it upon the lampstand of 
holy Church, on the heights of true 
contemplation, where it may kindle 
for all men the light of divine teach-
ing.    -St. Maximus the Confessor

Mary, our mother
And mother of the Redeemer,

Gate of heaven and Star of the sea,
Come to the aid of your people,

Who have sinned,
Yet also yearn to rise again!
Come to the Church’s aid,

Enlighten your devoted children,
Strengthen the faithful throughout the world,

Let those who have drifted 
Hear your call,

And may they who live as prisoners of evil
Be converted!

Pope John Paul II

So let us remain with Jesus, the eternal and 
incarnate Wisdom. Apart from him, there is 
nothing but aimless wandering, untruth and 
death. "I am the way, I am the truth, I am the 
life" (Jn. 14:6). Now let us see the effects of 
Wisdom in souls.

The Love of Eternal Wisdom, St. Louis de Montfort

“Frequently he made a special personal peti-

tion that God would deign to grant him a genu-

ine charity, effective in caring for and obtaining 

the salvation of men. For he believed that only 

then would he be truly a member of Christ, 

when he had given himself totally for the sal-

vation of men, just as the Lord Jesus, the Sav-

ior of all, had offered himself completely for 

our salvation. So, for this work, after a lengthy 

period of careful and provident planning, he 

founded the Order of Friars Preachers.”

Libellus de principiis O.P. Office of Readings, Aug 8

http://laydominicanswest.org/newsletter).

